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Water
Key Points
• Watersheds and subwatersheds (10 to 200 square miles) are the most relevant scale to include in the range of
stream development and to describe hydrologic processes and the cumulative effects of forest management.
• The BLM typically manages only a small percentage of the land and streams within any particular ﬁfth-ﬁeld
watershed.
• Streams that occur on BLM lands are mostly smaller, headwater streams that are important to determining the
condition of larger streams and rivers.
• Stream temperature is the most common 303(d) water quality listing on BLM lands.
• Landsliding and road runoff are the primary routes of sediment delivery to stream channels.
• Changes to peak ﬂows may occur through the removal of forest vegetation and the changes to inﬁltration and
runoff caused by forest roads. Current studies indicate that forest management and road building interactions are
complex, but generally have little to do with enhancing peak ﬂows at a ﬁfth-ﬁeld watershed scale.

There are 143,044 miles of streams and rivers within the planning area. See Table 110 (Miles of
streams with BLM ownership within the planning area). They occur in a variety of landscapes
from coastal rain-inﬂuenced streams to snowmelt-inﬂuenced streams in the Cascades Mountains
and in eastern Oregon near Klamath Falls. Within this distribution, there are 20,407 miles of
streams and rivers and 218,199 acres of lakes, ponds, and wetlands on BLM land. These water
features support aquatic ecosystems under varying conditions according to past disturbance,
topography, geomorphology, elevation, and physiographic province.
Large river basins are a mosaic of smaller watersheds linked by stream, riparian, and subsurface
networks. Within basins, links among headwater tributaries and downstream channels are
important paths for water, sediment, and disturbances.
The causes of changes to hydrologic processes include the removal of forest vegetation and changes
to inﬁltration and the ﬂow of surface and subsurface water. Changes in hydrologic processes are
manifested in such water quality parameters as temperature, sediment, and water quantity.
Hydrologic features, including stream patterns, stream density, stream relief, stream bed and
bank characteristics, and natural streamﬂow response, vary by physiographic province (FEMAT
1993, Appendix V-G). Riparian vegetation community types also reﬂect differences in geology,
landforms, aspect, soil mineralogy and development, and inﬂuencing hillslope processes.
Climate factors, such as precipitation and temperature, interact with physiography to provide the
setting for hydrologic processes and disturbance events.
There is great variation in the precipitation and temperature regimes within the planning
area. See Figure 95 (Normal annual precipitation). Typically, moisture-laden maritime fronts
move onshore from the west. As these fronts move east they drop moisture as they encounter
mountains. Temperatures vary with proximity to the ocean, changes in elevation, and latitude.
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•

The Coast Range provide intense rapid lift and receive annual precipitation depths
varying from 40 to greater than 180 inches. Heavy precipitation amounts, combined with
steep landforms, concave headwalls, thin soils, weak bedding planes, and weathering
contribute to high landslide frequency. Snowfall seldom occurs in the Coast Range but,
when it does, it is usually transitory and above 2,000 feet of elevation.

•

The Willamette Valley has less precipitation because storm fronts have dropped much of
their moisture as they moved over the Coast range. The mildness of the Willamette Valley
and other western Oregon inland valleys causes snow to be rare even though moisture is
relatively abundant.

•

The western Cascades Mountains and eastern Cascade Mountains see an increase in
precipitation as fronts gain moisture because they move over the valley. In the Cascade
Mountains, temperatures are lower and moisture is still abundant, so snow is more
frequent. Intermittent snow accumulation occurs in the western Cascade Mountains
between 1,500 to 3,500 feet in the north and 2,000 to 4,500 feet in the south. Winter snow
pack occurs in the eastern Cascade Mountains.

•

Once over the Cascade Mountains, precipitation diminishes rapidly to less than
15 inches on the eastern edge of the planning area near Klamath Falls. Eastern Oregon
receives a signiﬁcant percentage of its winter precipitation in the form of snow,
although the lower annual precipitation makes the actual snowfall amounts much lower
than in the Cascade Mountains.
Figure 95.
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A drainage basin is an area of land that catches precipitation that falls within its perimeter, and
moves the precipitation down slope as surface or subsurface ﬂow under the inﬂuence of gravity to
a creek, stream, or river, until the water drains into an ocean.
Hydrologic units (HUC) are a way of classifying drainage basins (Seaber et al. 2007) so as to nest
them into a multilevel hierarchical drainage system.
•

The largest hydrologic unit of classiﬁcation divides the nation into 21 major geographic
regions with an average size of 177,000 square miles. These geographic areas contain
either the drainage area of a major river or the combined drainage areas of a series of
rivers.

•

The smallest hydrologic unit is called a subwatershed with a size range of 10 to 40 square
miles in size.

•

An intermediate unit is called a watershed. They are generally 20 to 200 square miles in
size. There are 260 watersheds in the plan area. Of these, 176 watersheds contain BLM
ownership.

See Table 109 (Major river basins within the planning area) for the major river basins within the
planning area and the number of BLM watersheds within each basin province.
Table 109. Major river basins within the planning area

River Basin

Total Area
(square
miles)

Proportion
within the
Planning
Area

Number of
Watersheds

170800

Lower Columbia:
The drainage into the Paciﬁc Ocean
including downstream tributaries including
the Sandy River (Oregon)

6,250

22%

24

170900

Willamette

11,400

12%

48

171002

Northern Oregon Coastal:
The drainage into the Paciﬁc Ocean from
the Columbia River Basin boundary to the
Umpqua River Basin boundary

4,312

100%

34

171003

Southern Oregon Coastal:
The drainage into the Paciﬁc Ocean from
and including the Umpqua and Rogue
River basins to the Smith River Basin
boundary (California and Oregon)

12,582

100%

72

180102

Klamath:
The Klamath River Basin (California and
Oregon)

15,500

32%

23

Hydrologic
Unit Code
(HUC)
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Dunne et al. (2001) have proposed that watersheds and subwatersheds are the most relevant for
describing hydrologic processes and the effects for cumulative watershed effects analysis.
•

Geographic areas must be large enough to capture an assemblage of small source areas
within mountainous terrain with varying forest environments. These headwater source
areas contribute to a range of stream channels from juvenile steep gradient channels
that are conﬁned by hillslopes to more well-developed, low-gradient alluvial types with
associated ﬂoodplains (Montgomery and Bufﬁngton 1997). Typically, the watershed scale
is necessary to typify the complexity of stream development.

•

In mountainous areas, streams gain size in a downstream direction and become perennial
at a high enough watershed area and difference in relief where the water table stays above
the surface.

•

Downstream mainstem streams at the lower end of watersheds are normally low gradient,
except for geologic disconformities, and are the receptors of the combination of nonpoint source
pollution (e.g., temperature and sediment) that are associated with management activities.
Typically, within the planning area, these mainstem streams involve less than 40% of the total
stream network and are in areas where a cumulative effect upon water would occur.

The BLM typically manages only a small percentage of the land and stream miles within any
particular watershed. See Figure 96 (Contrasting BLM ownership in the Evans Creek and Eagle
Creek watersheds). The combined actions across all ownerships determine the total impacts to
the physical, chemical, and biological condition of downstream rivers. The intermingled land
ownership pattern within the planning area can also make it difﬁcult to separate out the amount of
impact caused by any particular owner.
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Figure 96. Contrasting BLM ownership in the Evans Creek and Eagle Creek watersheds
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Stream type and size are important because:
•

BLM lands are more heavily concentrated in headwaters, typiﬁed by small, typically
steep gradient high-energy streams.

•

Forest roads cross small streams more frequently, which are potential sediment
delivery points.

•

Many small streams on BLM lands do not ﬂow continuously by late summer.

•

Small streams are important in determining the condition of larger streams and rivers.

•

Floodplains are associated with larger streams.

•

The BLM often manages a small percentage of the riparian areas along larger streams.

See Table 110 (Miles of streams with BLM ownership within the planning area) for the miles of
streams within the planning area by stream periodicity. See Table 111 (Stream type descriptions)
for the primary stream type descriptions and their relative proportion within the planning area.
Table 110. Miles of streams with BLM ownership within the planning area
Stream Periodicity

Planning Area Streams
(miles)

BLM Streams
(miles)

BLM Stream Miles
(%)

Perenniala

57,626

6,728

12

Intermittentb

85,418

13,679

16

143,044

20,407

14

Totals
a

Perennial streams have varying but continuous discharge year round. Their base level is at or below the water table.

b

Intermittent streams have a dry period, which is normally for three months or more. Their base level is above the water table.

Table 111. Stream type descriptions
Primary Stream
Types
Cascade

Gradient
(feet/feet)

Conﬁnement

Valley Bottom Type

> 20%

Conﬁned

None

Steep

4 to 20%

Conﬁned

None

Step-pool

2 to 3.9%

Moderately
conﬁned

None or narrow ,and
occasional ﬂoodplain
feature

Pool-rifﬂe

< 2%

Unconﬁned

Narrow to wide and
ﬂoodplains present

Braided

< 4%

Unconﬁned

Wide and ﬂoodplains
present

Flat

< 2%

Conﬁned

Narrow to wide

*ODEQ estimates 85% in this category for 1 to 3 order streams (ODEQ 2004b).
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Water Quality
High-quality water is essential for consumptive use and survival, growth, reproduction,
and the migration of individuals that comprise aquatic and riparian communities (FEMAT
1993, V-14). This includes an abundance of cool (generally, less than 68°F), welloxygenated water that is present at all times of the year, and is also free of excessive
amounts of suspended sediments (Sullivan et al.1987) and other pollutants (Cordone and
Kelley 1961; Lloyd et al. 1987).
The Clean Water Act (§ 101(a)) was intended to restore and maintain the physical,
chemical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters. The Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality is responsible for developing water quality standards and
determining where there is impairment of Oregon’s streams and lakes as outlined in
DEQ’s 2004/2006 integrated report. By agreement with the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, the BLM is recognized as a designated management agency
for implementing the federal Clean Water Act (as amended by the Water Quality
Act of 1987) on BLM-administered lands in Oregon. This includes the selection of
appropriate best management practices to maintain water quality for the variety of
ongoing forest activities.
Of the 143,044 miles of streams and rivers within the planning area, there are
10,611 miles of streams within the planning area that are listed as impaired (303(d) listed)
for at least one water quality measure. Of these, 704 miles (7%) occur in watersheds
with BLM ownership. See Table 112 (Miles of BLM streams on the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality 303(d) list) and Figure 97 (303(d) Listed Streams in the Plan
Area). The most common listing on BLM lands is for water temperature.
Table 112. Miles of BLM streams on the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(ODEQ) 303(d) list
ODEQ 303(d) Listing
Temperature

Stream Impairment Identiﬁed
on BLM Streams
(miles)

Affected BLM Fifth-Field
Watersheds
(number)

569

81

Dissolved Oxygen

65

23

Bacteria

35

17

Sediment

27

5

8

2

Heavy Metals
Note: Based on ODEQ’s 2002 303(d) list.
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Figure 97.

303(d) listed streams within the planning area
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Stream Temperature
Highly shaded streams often experience cooler stream temperatures due to the
reduced input of solar energy (Brown 1969; Beschta et al. 1987; Holaday 1992;
Lee et al. 2004). Increased stream temperatures can result from the removal of
shade-producing riparian vegetation along ﬁsh-bearing streams and along smaller
tributary streams that supply cold water to the ﬁsh-bearing streams (Beschta et al.
1987; Bisson et al. 1987).
The key factors that produce highly shaded streams include:
•

The trees that are closest to a stream channel, including overhanging
branches, provide the most shade.

•

Narrower riparian areas with closely spaced trees have nearly the same
shading effect as wider riparian areas with broadly spaced trees.

•

There is little shade gained from trees that are more than 100 feet away
from a stream’s edge.

•

The majority of riparian forests that are along perennial streams on BLM
land are 40 to 150 years of age, and so are tall enough to offer shade.

Stream morphology, ﬂow, climate, and geographic location also inﬂuence
stream temperature.
Solar radiation is the most important source of radiant energy affecting stream
temperature (Brown 1969; Beschta 1997). Effectiveness of streamside vegetation
to provide shade varies with geomorphology, topography, orientation, extent of
canopy opening above the channel, and forest structure (USDA, USDI 2005b).
Forest trees near stream channels and dense stands can block solar radiation
and cast shadows across the stream. Angular canopy density is the measure of
canopy closure as projected in a straight line from the stream surface to the sun,
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as it varies through the day. The angular canopy density value for a given buffer
depends on the spacing of forest crowns. As vegetation becomes more open
through wider spacing, more width of vegetation is needed to achieve the same
angular canopy density for the similar vegetation with closer spacing. Higher
angular canopy density is achieved with lower sun angles and higher canopy
density. See Figure 98 (Angular canopy density and buffer widths for small
streams within the planning area) (Brazier and Brown 1972) for how angular
canopy density varies with riparian area width.
Figure 98. Angular canopy density and buffer widths for small streams within the
planning area

Angular canopy density is also related to the effective stream shade. See
Figure 99 (Angular canopy density and stream shade) (Park 1991).
Figure 99.

Angular canopy density and stream shade
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Effective shade is the total solar radiation blocked from reaching the stream over
a 24-hour period (USDA, USDI 2005b).
Effective shade is deﬁned as:
Total Solar Radiation – Total Solar Radiation Reaching the Stream
Total Solar Radiation
Effective shade is inﬂuenced by slope steepness, vegetation species composition,
tree height vegetation density, tree distance from the stream bank, and stream
width. Thus, although riparian vegetation is a physical barrier between the stream
and incoming solar radiation, only a portion of the riparian canopy contributes
to effective shade (USDA, USDI 2005b). The relationship and interplay of the
variables that affect effective shade can be simpliﬁed, to some degree, using
geometry and computer models that simulate shade (Boyd 1996; Park 1993).
See Figure 100 (Stream shade and change in water temperature) for an
illustration of the results of modeling to represent the downstream change in
water temperature relative to effective shade (USDA, USDI 2005b). The ﬁgure
illustrates that as effective shade increases beyond 40% there is a corresponding
reduction in stream temperature to a point (e.g., approximately 80%) beyond
which further reduction in stream temperature as a function of shade is not
measurable (Boyd 1996). Furthermore, as was shown in Figure 100, for this
80% effective shade level, there is marginal improvement in shade for riparian
areas wider than 100 feet, because the variables of total solar radiation reaching a
stream is diminished by the blocking ability of a tree’s canopy.
Figure 100. Stream shade and change in water temperature

One way these riparian management areas can be described is by assigning
average primary and secondary shade zone distances. See Table 113 (Shade
zones) for the primary and secondary shade zone distances of riparian trees as a
function of tree height and slope steepness.
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The period of greatest solar heating occurs between 10 AM and 2 PM. Vegetation
that intercepts solar radiation between these hours is critical for providing stream
shade (USDA, USDI 2005b). This vegetation constitutes the primary shade zone.
During the morning and afternoon hours, trees outside the primary shade zone can
also provide stream shade (USDA, USDI 2005b). This area is referred to as the
secondary shade zone. See Figure 101 (Relationship of primary and secondary
shade zones) for an illustration of these two shade zones (USDA, USDI 2005b).
Figure 101. Relationship of primary and secondary shade zones
6 AM to 10AM
2PM to 6PM

10AM to 2PM
Secondary Shade
Tree Distance

Primary Shade
Tree Distance

Table 113.
Shade
Zones

Shade zones
Height of
Riparian Tree

Slope < 30%

Slope 30 to
60%

Slope > 60%

< 20 ft.

12 ft.

14 ft.

15 ft.

20 to 60 ft.

28 ft.

33 ft.

55 ft.

> 60 to 100 ft.

50 ft.

55 ft.

60 ft.

Primary
Secondary

Shade Zone Distance from Edge of Stream

Source: USDA, USDI 2005b

Site potential tree heights vary among tree species with mature conifers being
substantially taller than mature hardwoods. Soil quality, aspect, elevation, and
physiographic province are also important in determining site potential tree
height capability. See Figure 102 (Riparian tree heights by physiographic
province and percent of BLM area) for the range of tree heights for site potential
conifers by each physiographic province within the planning area.
Both the young and mature structural stage classes of forests have tree heights
and crown areas that provide effective shading. This is because the tree heights
are tall enough to cast shadows from 20 to 100 feet and the stand density
is normally higher than in older forests. Higher density leads to greater sun
blocking ability and greater shade quality. Forests provide the most shade when
tree crowns grow closed and somewhat less shade through stand competition and
individual tree mortality as the trees mature over time.
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Figure 102. Riparian tree heights by physiographic province and percent of BLM area
Riparian Tree Heights by Physiograpic Province Percent of BLM Area
Coast Range 167-225 feet
Cascades 136-210 feet
Klamath Mountians 139-192 feet

Willamette Valley 151-214 feet
Cascades East 118-159 feet

33%

35%

1%

2%
29%

Disturbance plays an important role in the ecology of riparian forests. Climate
variation, windstorms, landslides, ﬂoods, and insect and disease infestations
are normal disturbance agents within the planning area. Natural ﬁre has been
suppressed during the last century and human-caused (prescribed) ﬁre interacts
with the landscape in different ways. These small and large disturbances over
time have inﬂuenced the trajectory of forest stands. The historical percentage of
old growth forest at a given time within the planning area ranged from 35 to 80%
(Agee 1993).
The composition and pattern of riparian forestland varies within the planning
area. In prelogged riparian forests in the Coast Range, less than 45% of riparian
areas were in old forests (Ripple et al. 2000). Sample plots show that historic
crown closure was greater than 70% with stands consisting of:
•

49% conifer,

•

30% conifer-dominated mixed stands,

•

19% hardwood-dominated and mixed stands, and

•

2% nonforest.

Nierenberg and Hibbs (2000) found that 52% of riparian areas on streamside
terraces had no trees. This suggests that the ﬂoods and depositional materials
control the dominance and the seral stage of vegetation close to the stream.
With increasing distance from streams, the amount of hardwoods and nonforest
decreases. This is evidence that hardwoods and shrubs are the largest contributing
limiting factor to conifer growth in or near stream areas.
Although infrequent, large-scale natural disturbances do occur within riparian
areas. From the sampled plots in the Coast Range, ﬁve disturbances occurred in
the last 100 years for each mile of stream since a stand replacing ﬁre (Nierenberg
and Hibbs 2000).
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along larger streams. This is because transportation systems were ﬁrst developed
along ridge tops and valley bottoms before more difﬁcult midslope roads were
attempted. During the 1970s, there was a large salvage program within riparian
areas because the breaking up of debris jams was thought to be beneﬁcial to ﬁsh
migration. This thinking was reversed by the early 1980s, but much of the longlasting stream structural forming large wood, such as western red cedar and Port
Orford cedar, had been removed.
The Northwest Forest Plan 10-year monitoring report titled Northwest Forest
Plan – The First 10 Years (1994-2003): Synthesis of Monitoring and Research
Results (Haynes et al. 2006) reported that condition scores for 161 of the 250
sampled watersheds improved from 1994 to 2003. The change in watershed
condition scores was attributed primarily to changes in the riparian vegetation;
speciﬁcally, the number of large trees in the riparian areas. The number of large
trees increased an estimated 2 to 4% during this time, which was most likely
the result of tree growth into the greater than 20 inch diameter at breast height
category (Gallo et al. 2005).
Shade in the riparian areas along perennial streams on BLM lands continues to
improve, because there has been no regeneration harvesting (other than limited
species conversion) in riparian areas in the last 20 to 30 years. The majority
of thinning treatments along perennial streams in the past 10 years have left
retention areas adjacent to waterbodies. This area beyond 100 feet has little effect
on the increased shading of streams—particularly when a thinned forest stand is
left to provide additional tree shading.

Dissolved Oxygen
High loading of ﬁne organic matter, such as tree branches and needles, when
combined with sediment and increased water temperature can deplete dissolved
oxygen in small mountain streams (Wringler and Hall 1975). However, these
streams are often steep with high turbulence, which quickly replenishes the
dissolved oxygen (Ice 1978). A review of the oxygen requirements of aquatic
organisms does not attribute changes in intergravel dissolved oxygen to
management activities in the Paciﬁc Northwest (Chapman and Mcleod 1987).
The growth and respiration of attached algae cause day and night ﬂuctuations
in dissolved oxygen concentrations. Algae photosynthesis releases oxygen
into the water during the day and respiration consumes oxygen at night, which
contributes to a dissolved oxygen depression. This cyclic process is limited to
low-gradient river systems where nutrient inputs have caused extensive algae
growth on the stream bottoms. It is most apparent during low ﬂows, which may
be aggravated by organic inputs and higher stream temperatures.
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Bacteria
In forested and rangeland settings, the total coliform and fecal coliform bacteria
are monitored depending on the extent of human and animal use. Many coliform
bacteria include an array of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria, many of which are
nonpathogenic or associated with human waste. Fecal coliform are bacteria that
are found in the gut of warm-blooded animals. A variety of diseases may be
spread by these bacteria. The presence of coliform bacteria in the water on BLM
lands is associated with wild animals, concentrated livestock use, or poor waste
disposal by recreation users. Dispersing activities away from water normally
solves bacteria concentrations, because soils act as a ﬁltering system.

Sediment
On-site soil loss is a natural weathering process. Fragmental rock, soil, and
organic material that are detached can be redistributed by gravity, wind,
and water. When this material arrives at, is eroded from, or is transported
in a waterbody, it is known as sediment. Sediment moves in water when
water velocities are great enough to cause suspension and entrainment (i.e.,
mobilization). Sediment moves as a suspended load in a water column or as
larger particles rolling along the stream bottom. Sediment is freely transported
through high-gradient stream reaches, and is deposited on bars and channel
margins in low-gradient streams. Natural rates of sediment yield vary with rock
and soil resistance to weathering, landslope and shape, ameliorating effects of
vegetation, soil surface organic matter, and roughness. Seasonal climatology,
particularly large storms, may trigger landsliding—the largest portion of the
annual sediment budget.
Natural rates of sediment yields within the planning area vary greatly depending
on physiographic area, topography, vegetation, and climate. The high annual
variability of sediment yields extends to watersheds. For example, Flynn Creek
Experimental Watershed, which served as a control in the Alsea study in the
Coast Range, reported annual sediment yields of 59 to 1,237 tons per square mile
per year (Brown and Krygier 1971).
Various studies show that average annual sediment yield from natural and
anthropogenic sources in the Coast Range province vary from 200 to 800 tons
per square mile per year compared to the Western Cascades province, which vary
from 100 to 500 tons per square mile per year (Swanson et al. 1982; Stallman et
al. 2005). In one study, sediment input from roads accounted for 67% of the total
annual sediment budget (Swanson et al. 1982).
Forest management activities, including road building and timber harvesting,
can lead to accelerated rates of erosion and sediment yield (FEMAT 1993, V-16).
Fine sediment (particle sizes less than 2 mm) is of most interest, because it is
more easily mobilized and capable of traveling the distances necessary to reach a
water body.
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As follows, road networks physically alter hill slopes as well as change the
surface and subsurface ﬂow of water:
•

Flood ﬂows and debris can plug culverts causing ﬁll failures.

•

Road construction on steep and unstable ground can also lead to
accelerated rates of erosion in a watershed (Swanston and Swanson
1976; Reid and Dunne 1984), and are the most important source of
management-accelerated delivery of sediment to anadromous ﬁsh
habitats within the planning area (Ice 1985; Swanson et al. 1985).

•

Road segments that have stream connection pathways, such as roadside
ditches, have potential to deliver surface eroded sediment to streams
(Wemple 1998; Jones et al. 2000).

•

Road segments that are not connected to streams by ditch lines or
gullies, or have more than 25 to 100 feet of ﬁltering forest ﬂoor duff
and vegetation (depending on the slope, soil properties, and surface
roughness) between them and a stream, are usually not at risk of
delivering sediment to streams. Rashin et al. (2006) found that when
erosion features are further than 33 feet from streams, sediment delivery
is unlikely unless sediment is routed by concentrated drainage water.

Road runoff and landsliding are the primary routes of sediment delivery to
stream channels. Road parent material, location, design, use, and density can be
important in affecting the extent and magnitude of road-related sediment impacts
(Reiter et al. 1995).
Roads differ in their inherent erodibility, or erosion potential, due to the geology
of a parent material on which they are constructed. See Figure 103 (Geology
within the planning area) (Walker and King 1969) and Table 114 (Basic erosion
rates for roads based on the underlying geology). Sediment yields by erosion
from older roads with undisturbed ditches are much smaller than sediment yields
from newer roads or roads with disturbed ditches. Frequent road maintenance of
ditchlines can increase sediment yields.
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Figure 103. Geology within the planning area

Table 114.

Basic erosion rates for roads based on the underlying geology

Erosion Category

Geologic Parent Material

Erosion Rates
(tons/acre/year)
New Roads
(0 to 2 years)

Old Roads
(> 2 years)

110

60

High

• Mica schist
• Volcanic ash
• Highly weathered
sedimentary rock

High/Moderate

• Quartzite
• Course-grained granite

110

30

60

30

Moderate

• Fine-grained granite
• Moderately weathered
rock
• Sedimentary rocks
•
•
•
•

20

10

Low

Competent granite
Basalt
Metamorphic rocks
Relatively unweathered
rocks

Note: Basic erosion rates (tons per acre per year) are an estimate of erodibility, which is based on the geologic parent material.
This rate is for bare ground and is further reduced depending on road surface type, vegetation of cut and ﬁllslopes, and trafﬁc level.
Sources: Kochendorfer and Helvey 1984; Hayden et al. 1991; Megahan and Kidd 1972; Reid and Dunne 1984; Sullivan and
Duncan
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Primary road sediment sources include:
•

Exposed surfaces, including the road tread (particularly native road
surfaces), along with cuts and ﬁlls. Erosion may result by overland
ﬂow from rainwater or snowmelt, or concentrated ﬂow in ditches. The
BLM controls approximately 14,000 miles of road within the planning
area. Less than 7% of these road miles are native surface roads. Much
of the road network is on ridgetops or traversed areas well away from
stream channels. See Figure 104 (Road distribution in a representative
watershed).

•

Inadequate ditch relief culverts, resulting in elevated ditch ﬂow that can
mobilize sediment.

•

Stream crossings that have undersized pipes or that traverse debris-ﬂow
streams.

•

Roads in upland areas cross small seasonal streams more frequently, and
so incur the greatest risk for failure.

•

Road ﬁll failures; particularly if they are within the slide out range of a
stream channel.

•

Midslope roads, with steep and unstable road cuts and deep ﬁlls, pose the
highest risk for landslides.

•

Older roads that were sidecast constructed, built on ﬁlls with organic
material, or crossed slide prone ground that have not yet failed are also
at higher risk. In the Western Cascades province, road ﬁll failures were
found to represent the most frequent cause of debris ﬂow initiation
(Swanson et al. 1982).
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Figure 104. Road distribution in a representative watershed

Modeling was used to determine the effects of the alternatives on ﬁne sediment
delivery within the stream inﬂuence zone. The model was based on the concept
of using reference roads. (Refer to Appendix B – Surface Erosion of the 1997 4.0
version of the Washington Department of Natural Resources Forest Practices
Watershed Analysis Manual.)
Although there are 260 ﬁfth-ﬁeld watersheds within the planning area, only the
185 watersheds with BLM-administered lands were included in the analysis.
A 200 foot sediment delivery buffer was created around all stream channels in
all ownerships. The BLM roads data layer, which includes roads on all lands,
was clipped with the sediment delivery buffer data layer. Road segments that
crossed streams were selected since they are most likely to deliver ﬁne sediment
to streams. The amount of potential ﬁne sediment delivery was calculated for
thousands of these road segments. Factors used to estimate the amount of ﬁne
sediment included road erodibility, road surfacing, and vegetation on road cut
and ﬁll slopes. Trafﬁc level was assumed to be moderate. The effect of road
maintenance was not evaluated.
See Table 115 (Potential ﬁne sediment delivery from existing roads) for the
potential ﬁne sediment delivery for the existing condition. Approximately 36%
of all roads on BLM-administered lands are within the likely sediment delivery
distance (5,096 miles out of 14,273 total BLM miles). When considering all
roads, the highest yield is from natural surface roads, which average 9.61 tons
per square mile per year. The lowest yield is from paved roads, which average
1.58 tons per square mile per year.
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Table 115.

Potential ﬁne sediment delivery from existing roads

Existing
Roadsa

Roads Within Fine
Sediment Delivery
Distance
(miles)b

BLM

Other

Potential Fine
Sediment Delivery

Watershed Potential Fine
Sediment Delivery

(tons/year)c

(tons/mile2/year)c

BLM

Other

BLM

Other

Natural

1,738

15,874

23,050

233,054

0.86

8.75

Aggregate

2,590

22,938

28,938

30,765

1.09

1.15

767

2,436

8,277

33,807

0.31

1.27

5,096

21,249

60,265

297,626

2.26

11.17

Paved
Totals
a

Includes BLM-controlled roads and private roads within the planning area from BLM GIS GTRN (roads) coverage.

b

Includes road segments within 200 feet of a stream channel where ditch ﬂow carrying ﬁne sediment could enter streams.

c

Planning criteria estimate in which calculations are calculated by surface type for each ﬁfth-ﬁeld watershed and summed for the
planning area.

See Figure 105 (Watersheds with the highest ﬁne sediment delivery from
roads) for the highest (25%) ﬁne sediment delivery watersheds that contain
BLM-administered lands. Sediment delivery to stream channels within these
watersheds range from 34 to 77 tons per mile per year and averages 43 tons
per mile per year. Elsewhere, sediment delivery to stream channels range
from 0 to 43 tons per mile per year and averages 17 tons per mile per year.
The Klamath and Coast Range provinces contain the highest number of these
sensitive watersheds. This is likely due to underlying geology and landforms.
Figure 105. Watersheds with the highest ﬁne sediment delivery from roads
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Timber harvesting activities can result in shallow colluvial landsliding, mass
failures, and debris torrents depending on harvest location, type of harvest,
design, and operation.
Miller (2003) and Miller and Benda (2005) have developed a GIS-based
mass wasting hazard model for western Oregon to estimate the susceptibility
to shallow colluvial landsliding. The model was calibrated using landslide
inventories from the Coast Range, Western Cascades, and Klamath provinces.
Landslide density was determined for topographic attributes from the
1996 storms. Of particular importance is the steepness of slope, watershed
convergence, and source area. The density of landsliding for a set of stochastic
events (1996 storms) was determined by calibration and set onto the landscape
by topographic indicators. See Figure 106 (Relative landslide susceptibility in a
representative watershed) for the relative landslide susceptibility mapping for a
representative watershed.
Figure 106. Relative landslide susceptibility in a representative watershed

The BLM uses the timber productivity capability classiﬁcation (TPCC) to
screen for low forest productivity timberlands and landslide prone areas, and
withdraws them from general forest management. This classiﬁcation is done
by silviculture and soil specialists from the interpretation of aerial photography
and ground review. Over 89,937 acres of BLM-administeral lands (3.5%
of BLM administered lands) is withdrawn due to forest capability or land
stability concerns. See Figure 107 (Timber productivity capability classiﬁcation
withdrawn areas in a watershed) for an example of a representative watershed
with these withdrawals.
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Figure 107. Timber productivity capability classiﬁcation withdrawn areas in a watershed

Most landsliding occurs during severe storms when soils are fully saturated.
Landsliding factors include:
•

steepness of slope

•

soil depth and texture

•

underlying rock bedding planes

•

forest cover

•

water runoff pathways

In western Oregon, the highest hazard for landslides occurs on steep slopes over
70 to 80% (ODF 1999). Basal area retention of forest trees can be important in
preventing landslides on unstable terrain. Retention trees transpire water and
live roots increase soil strength, both of which increase stability. Weaver and
Hagans (1996) found that 71% of observed landslides in western Oregon from
the February 1996 storms were initiated from recent regeneration harvests, while
no slides were reported from partial cuts. For the same storm, landslide densities
and size in the Coast Range were the highest for regeneration harvests that were
0 to 9 years old, lower for mature forests, and lowest for forested areas between
10 to 100 years (ODF 1999).
Streamside forested areas protect the integrity of streambanks, provide excellent
ﬁltration, and capture of disturbed sediments. Riparian areas normally include
higher vegetative cover, root masses that bind soils, and decomposing organic
material that protects the soil surface. As follows, ﬁlter strip widths that prevent
chronic sediment delivery within the planning area vary by physiographic
province and geologic parent material:
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•

Swift (1986) measured travel distances through forest litter on 47%
slopes. The maximum travel distance was 314 feet and the average
distance was 65 feet. On a burned forest ﬂoor at a 42% slope, the
maximum travel distance was 198 feet and the average was 96 feet.

•

On basalt derived soils, Packer (1967) reported protective strip
widths needed to contain 83.5% of the number of ﬂows ranged from
35 to 127 feet depending on herbaceous vegetation and spacing
between obstructions.

•

On soils derived from gneiss and schist, Burroughs and King (1989)
found that sediment ﬂows below road ﬁll slopes traveled less than
88 feet.

•

In a recent study in the Paciﬁc Northwest, ﬁlter strips have been found
to be 95% effective at 33 feet in width (does not include burned areas)
without the application of any other best management practice (Rashin et
al. 2006).

Postﬁre sediment yields vary, depending on ﬁre severity, frequency, climate,
vegetation, and geomorphic factors such as topography, geology, and soils
(Swanson 1981). Soil erosion after ﬁres can vary from 0.4 to 2.6 tons per acre per
year in prescribed burns, while more intense wildﬁres can create soil erosion that
is an order of magnitude higher (Megahan and Molitor 1975). Recovery rate is
rapid as grass, forbs, and shrubs occupy the site.
Many older roads on poor locations (i.e., with inadequate design and
maintenance) pose high risks of erosion and sedimentation to stream channels
and habitats from mass failure (FEMAT 1993, V-16).
The three largest ﬂoods in the last 50 years are the 1953 ﬂood, the 1964 ﬂood
(both long-duration, high-intensity rain-on-snow events), and the February and
November 1996 ﬂoods (separate long- and short-duration, high-intensity rain
events). See Figure 108 (November 1996 precipitation return period for western
Oregon) for the return period for daily precipitation for western Oregon for the
November 1996 storm.
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Figure 108. November 1996 precipitation return period for western Oregon

Observed landslides from an aerial reconnaissance survey of 83 watersheds in
the Coast Range and Western Cascades provinces from the February 1996 storm
revealed that 36% of the observed landslides were associated with roads, and
65% of all landslides resulted in stream torrents (Weaver and Hagans 1996).
Based on samples in wildland Forest Service watersheds, failed stream crossings
from the 1996 ﬂoods depended on the size of the storm events with more debris
torrents occurring during the larger February 1996 event (Furniss et al. 1997). In
the Furniss study, the most common failure mechanism in the Western Cascades
was debris torrents, while sediment slugs were the most common failure
mechanism in the Coast Range. Woody debris obstructions and culvert capacity
exceedance were also important failure mechanisms.
Currently roads damaged from ﬂooding, where rebuilt, are designed to higher
standards than in the past. For example, the BLM abandoned sidecasting of waste
material in the 1980’s and planned lower ﬁll heights over culverts at stream
crossings. A road inventory in Washington found that roads constructed in the
last 15 years had minimal damage rates from large storms compared to roads
constructed earlier (Toth 1991). The Oregon Department of Forestry observed
for the 1996 storms that road-related landslides were fewer and smaller than in
previous studies and concluded that current improved road management practices
were responsible (ODF 1996).
With the development of road networks in the early twentieth century, valley
bottom roads along streams were constructed to salvage riparian timber and
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access upper watershed areas. There was often little regard for riparian areas.
Streams were sometimes straightened and protected with boulders so that roads
could use ﬂoodplain terraces. Many of these arterial roads still remain and most
are surfaced with few stream crossings. Road systems associated with forest
management have been constructed on ridges and across middle slopes (between
valley bottoms and ridge tops). There are many more road crossings in these
upper watershed areas. There are minimal miles of roads within riparian areas
along streams in these upper watershed areas.
Approximately 3,800 miles (25%) of the BLM road system are maintained in
a given year. See Figure 139 (Miles of road maintenance) in the Lands, Realty,
Access, and Transportation section of Chapter 3. Maintenance reduces sediment
delivery by road surface grading and replacement, pavement maintenance and
replacement, slough and slide removal, and culvert clearing and replacement.
Road closure and decommissioning has led to a net decrease of 700 miles (5%)
of roads on BLM lands within the planning area since 1994. These road closure
segments were scattered with most being outside of the riparian reserves.
The Northwest Forest Plan 10-year monitoring effort regarding watershed
condition found that the condition scores of watersheds as inﬂuenced by roads
generally did not change signiﬁcantly since the Northwest Forest Plan was
implemented (Gallo et al. 2005). The amounts of roads removed from any
given watershed may have been relatively small and insufﬁcient to change
the watershed condition. There were 3,324 miles of roads decommissioned
from 1995 to 2002 on U.S. Forest Service and BLM lands while there were an
estimated 354 miles of new roads constructed during the same period (Baker et
al., in press).
Using a random survey design across the region, ODEQ assessed four western
Oregon physiographic provinces for ﬁne sediment (Willamette Valley, Coast
Range, Western Cascades, and Klamath). See Table 116 (Fine sediment and
ODEQ probabilistic stream surveys for third-order or less streams from 1994 to
2001) for the assessment results. Because of the mix of land uses (forestry and
agricultural) and different land management practices under different regulatory
authorities within the watersheds, it is unclear how these survey results apply to
BLM lands.
Table 116. Fine sediment and ODEQ probabilistic stream surveys for third-order or less
streams from 1994 to 2001
Physiographic
Province
Coast Range
Willamette Valley

Fair
Condition
(%)

Poor
Condition
(%)

42

17

41

±7

7

3

90

± 22

Conﬁdence

Cascades

71

18

11

± 11

Klamath

65

14

22

± 19

Source: ODEQ 2004b
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Heavy Metals
Heavy metals in streams and rivers in forested and rangeland areas are normally
associated with natural sources, agricultural runoff and mine drainage. Natural
sources may be increased by land erosion rates. Urban and industrial point sources,
such as manufacturing, storm water runoff and landﬁlls, provide additional inputs.
Heavy metals may assimilate near the point source or in large rivers outside the
majority of BLM ownership. Mercury is the most common heavy metal of concern.

Water Quantity
Aquatic organisms require adequate ﬂows during migration, spawning, and rearing
to satisfy the requirements of various life stages (FEMAT 1993, V-19). The timing,
magnitude, duration, and spatial distribution of peak ﬂows must be sufﬁcient to create
and sustain riparian and aquatic system habitat, and to retain the patterns of sediment,
nutrient, and wood routing (FEMAT 1993, V-19).
Timber harvesting and associated activities in maritime mountainous watersheds alter the
amount and timing of peak ﬂows by changing site-level hydrologic processes (Keppeler
and Ziemer 1990; LaMarche and Lettemmaier 1998; Wemple and Jones 2003; Wright
et al. 1990). These hydrologic processes include changes in the amount of snow and
snowmelt rates, roads intercepting surface and subsurface ﬂow, and changes in soils
inﬁltration rates and soil structure.
Changes in hydrologic processes affecting peak ﬂows can be grouped by the following
primary forest management actions:
•

Reduction in forest vegetation through harvesting.

•

Construction of forest access roads.

Reduction of forest vegetation through harvesting can affect processes that control snow
accumulation in tree canopies and on the ground. Snowmelt can be accelerated where
wind with warm air temperatures cross forest openings.
Low intensity winter precipitation of various durations is common within the planning
area. Some of this precipitation falls as rain or snow, depending on the prevailing storm
air temperature and watershed elevation. Snow acts as stored water within the
mountainous watersheds. Lower valleys are below the snow line, except for extreme cold
fronts. Snow comes and goes within the intermediate
Hydroregions
elevations, while higher elevations have a winter permanent
Hydroregions are a means
snowpack. These precipitation zones are displayed as
for classifying the dominant
precipitation type of a region
hydroregions. See Figure 109 (Precipitation hydroregions
as either rain or snow. With
regards to snow, hydroregions
within the planning area). The use of hydroregions helps to
also distinguish the depth of
distinguish how peak ﬂows would be affected by differentwinter snow and the longevity of
accumulated snow.
sized openings in areas that mimic regeneration harvested and
stand establishment conditions.
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Figure 109. Precipitation hydroregions within the planning area

A spatial analysis to determine susceptibility to peak ﬂow increase from vegetative
management was developed for the planning area for both rain-dominated and rain-on
snow-dominated areas. The analysis uses sixth-ﬁeld subwatersheds (a USGS hydrologic
unit), because they are small enough areas to capture the patterns of BLM forest lands
and because tributary streams are more sensitive to vegetation and runoff-related changes.
Subwatersheds are generally 10,000 to 40,000 acres in size and have a single outlet.
There are 1,192 subwatersheds within the planning area. When separated by hydroregion,
635 subwatersheds are rain-dominated, 471 subwatersheds are rain-on-snow-dominated,
and 86 watersheds are snow-dominated. Snow-dominated watersheds involve higher
elevation, which is important for sustaining spring ﬂows, but have minor contributions to
the elevation of winter peak ﬂows.
Within the rain-dominated hydroregion, the effect of increased peak ﬂow is proportional
to the area cut with the detection of effects set at 40% for small catchments and
considerably higher for watersheds (Grant et al. 2007, in review). Patch size or
arrangement is not a factor in explaining greater ﬂow volume or timing. Ziemer (1981,
1995) found a nonstatistical (4%) increase in peak ﬂow for 80 year old conifer stands that
were harvested where 50% of the basal area was retained.
The analysis of the affect of the alternatives on peak ﬂows used the vegetation
projections derived from the OPTIONS modeling for the existing condition on the BLMadministered lands. The stand establishment structural stage (without legacy) was used as
a surrogate for the removal of basal area. On other lands, vegetative crown closure was
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classiﬁed using satellite imagery from the 1996 Interagency Vegetation Mapping Project.
Areas of less than 10% crown closure were used as a surrogate for the removal of basal
area. A basal area of 40% removed was set as a sixth-ﬁeld watershed response level.
There is currently one sixth-ﬁeld subwatershed (out of 635) that is susceptible to peak
ﬂow increase. See Figure 110 (Subwatersheds that are currently susceptible to peak ﬂows
in the rain-dominated hydroregion). Two additional sixth-ﬁeld subwatersheds would be
susceptible when considering the management activity on all lands.
Figure 110. Subwatersheds that are currently susceptible to peak ﬂows in the raindominated hydroregion

A rain-on-snow storm involves prolonged rainfall under warm and windy conditions.
Rain-on-snow events are of particular interest because the melt of shallow snow packs can
enhance storm runoff, and has been associated with landsliding and downstream ﬂooding.
Large openings in a forest canopy (commonly in regeneration harvests or forest stand
conversions) affect precipitation and snow interception and melt. The ablation of snow
in large openings may occur before rain-on-snow storms in contrast to increased snow
accumulation and melt during winter storms; when the freezing levels are initially low
but subsequently rise.
Snowmelt can provide extra water for runoff. Regeneration harvests or forest conversions
with large open areas will provide additional melt contributions under rain-on-snow
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conditions (Harr 1981; Storck 1997). This is primarily due to more snow accumulation in
the openings and increased wind speeds. In contrast, research suggests that forest thinning
treatments maintain patterns of snow accumulation that are similar to mature forests and
reduce turbulent air near the ground. Furthermore, it is concluded that thinning treatments
have little effect on snowmelt rates during rain-on-snow events (Poggi et al. 2004).
A rain-on-snow empirical analytical technique was used to identify susceptible
subwatersheds to peak ﬂow increase within the rain-on-snow hydroregion. The procedure
was patterned after the Washington State Department of Natural Resources’ hydrologic
change watershed analysis methodology (1997). This screening technique (with
modiﬁcations) was converted to GIS spatial analysis. See Appendix I. Water.
An appropriate method of describing the peak ﬂows of various exceedance probabilities
for unregulated streams in ungauged watersheds is to use the basin characteristics
regression analysis with gauged watersheds that have long-term records. The Harris and
Hubbard (1979) ﬂood frequency equations were chosen as reference points—because
they cover the various hydrologic regions within the planning area and have long-term
records (10 to 70 years). The base period of streamﬂow data for use in the analysis was
collected prior to the maximum forest conversion in many watersheds (with much of the
streamﬂow data being gathered before 1960). The base period data set may include some
chance rain-on-snow events, but with considerably fewer forest openings. Rain-on-snow
occurrences of interest correspond to a streamﬂow return period of 2 to 8 years where
research has shown prelogging and postlogging regressions were signiﬁcantly different
(Harr 1992). The 2-year, 24-hour and the 5-year, 24-hour streamﬂows were calculated
for each sixth-ﬁeld subwatershed with these equations and serve as reference points for a
rain-on-snow watershed response level.
Rain-on-snow areas, where shallow snow accumulations can come and go, have been
reported by Harr (1981, 1992) to be in the elevation range of 1,200 to 3,600 feet in western
Oregon and from 2,500 to 5,000 feet in the southern Cascades (Lindell, pers. comm.). Forest
openings commonly receive greater snow accumulation (two to three times more snow water
equivalent) than adjacent forests (Harr 1992). These openings also receive greater wind
speeds and twice the amount of heat during rain-on-snow events, which provides greater melt
compared to a mature forest (Harr 1981, 1992; Storck 1997). For BLM-administered lands,
acres of stand establishment were taken from the OPTIONS model vegetation modeling for
each alternative. Satellite imagery from the 1996 Interagency Vegetation Mapping Project was
used to determine the forest cover on other lands.
Published regression equations were used to generate a winter snowpack (Greenburg
and Welch 1998) that relate to snow accumulation by elevation using the snow telemetry
(SNOWTEL) data from the National Resources Conservation Service for January 1 snow
accumulation. Large forest openings within the rain-on-snow hydroregion receive greater
snow accumulation (two to three times more snow water equivalent) than adjacent forests
(Harr 1992). Further adjustments for regeneration harvest areas (Brunengo, unpublished
data) were used to estimate snow cover in openings.
Snowmelt equations from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE 1956, 1998)
were used to melt snow in the rain-on-snow elevation to approximate a 2-year, 24
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hour storm using average environmental conditions. The water from snowmelt for all
vegetation cover types for each sixth-ﬁeld subwatershed was averaged for the watershed
and added to the precipitation for the 2-year, 24-hour storm. The water available
for runoff (precipitation plus snowmelt) was rerun in the 2-year, 24-hour peak ﬂow
basin characteristics runoff equations. Water available for runoff was substituted as
precipitation. The 2-year, 24-hour peak streamﬂow was then compared with a 5-year,
24-hour peak streamﬂow. Where it exceeded the 5-year, 24-hour peak streamﬂow, the
watershed was considered susceptible to peak ﬂow increase.
There are currently three sixth-ﬁeld subwatersheds (out of 471) that are susceptible to
peak ﬂow increase in the rain-on-snow hydroregion on BLM-administered lands. See
Figure 111 (Subwatersheds currently susceptible to peak ﬂows in the rain-on-snow
dominated hydroregion). No additional sixth-ﬁeld subwatersheds would be susceptible
when considering management activity on all lands.
Figure 111. Subwatersheds currently susceptible to peak ﬂows in the rain-on-snow
dominated hydroregion

Shown is the peak ﬂow susceptibility for sixth-ﬁeld watersheds where the 2-year, 24-hour bankfull channel forming peak ﬂow is greater than the
5-year, 24-hour peak ﬂow. Includes the current rate of harvest on private land from 1996 IVMP imagery.
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The largest ﬂoods in the world are caused by sustained rates of rainfall or dam-break
ﬂoods (Naiman and Bilby 1998). Within the planning area, warm subtropical air from
winter storms with sustained rates of rainfall combine with snow on the ground to
produce the largest ﬂoods. For example, the largest ﬂoods on record (1861, 1890, and
1964) were rain-on-snow events. Harr (1981) concluded that 23 of 25 of the largest
annual peak ﬂows of the Willamette River at Salem, Oregon between 1814 and 1977
were caused by rapid snowmelt during rainfall. Harr also concluded that the effect of
these wet mantle ﬂoods overwhelmed the peak ﬂow response to forest management.
Forest roads and landings change the inﬁltration of soil and the ﬂow of surface and
subsurface water in watersheds. These compacted areas are relatively impermeable and
are a source of overland ﬂow. The road and its cutslope can advance the timing of surface
runoff, compared to slower, subsurface ﬂow routes (Harr et al. 1975, 1979; Megahan et
al. 1981, 1992; Wemple et al. 1996). During large storm events, roads intercept larger
contributions of subsurface ﬂow and route it to drainage ditches. This additional runoff
contributes to rising ﬂows where drainage ditches connect to streams. (Megahan 1972;
LaMarche and Lettenmaier 2001; Luce 2002; Wemple and Jones 2003).
There are approximately 14,000 miles of BLM roads within the planning area. Many of
these roads are crowned or insloped with a drainage ditch between the road shoulder and
the backslope. This drainage ditch and stream connectivity effectively extends the stream
channel network at stream crossings. However, where road drainage intersects ditch relief
culverts, stream extension is appreciably reduced. Any remaining extension is short and
is often terminated at the point of the ﬁrst ditch relief culvert. Some surface runoff and
interception of subsurface ﬂow could enter stream channels below this juncture.
There has long been debate regarding the magnitude of ﬂoods caused by timber
harvesting and road building.
Research from primary hydrologic study sites in the Cascades, Coast Range, and in
northern California since the late 1950s show that a peak ﬂow change from clear-cut
harvesting is detectable at the catchment scale (less than 1,000 acres).
The greatest response is from the ﬁrst stream ﬂow peaks in the fall that can be increased
up to 100%, or more, after logging (Harr 1976; Ziemer 1981). These early fall storms
produce small peaks, which had little, if any, consequence on channel form because
stream ﬂow is very low at this time (Grant et al. 2007). This effect of logging at peak ﬂow
through the winter storm season is thought to diminish with each subsequent storm by a
variable representing the percentage of the area logged divided by the sequential storm
number (Ziemer 1981).
For peak ﬂows from clear-cutting with no roads, where the return interval was less than
1 year, there was a signiﬁcant increase in peak ﬂows, but this diminished within 5 years
(Jones and Grant 1996).
Large peak ﬂows (those with return intervals of greater than 5 years) were not
signiﬁcantly affected by clear-cut logging in either the H. J. Andrews (Rothacher 1973)
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or Alsea (Harr 1976) studies. These are the ﬂows that can scour stream channels, modify
ﬂoodplains, and carry tremendous quantities of sediment.
Ziemer (1981, 1995) found a nonstatistically signiﬁcant increase (4%) in peak ﬂow for
80 year old conifer stands that were harvested where 50% of the basal area was retained.
For roads, Jones and Grant (1996) found no statistical increase in peak ﬂow for
catchments that contained roads but no clear-cuts. They found peak ﬂows increased 50%
for all event sizes with 25% of the area in clear-cuts and roads. Increases in peak ﬂow
were found when roads and other impermeable areas occupied more than 12% of the
catchment scale watershed (Harr et al. 1975; Harr 1976).
A recent literature review in which all northwest studies were arranged by hydroregion
has concluded for watersheds with roads and large openings that within the rain
dominated hydroregion there is no data supporting any increase in peak ﬂow below
40% of a harvested watershed area. For basins within the rain-on-snow hydroregion, the
detection threshold is 20% of a harvested watershed area (Grant et al. 2007).
Jones and Grant (1996) reported that peak discharges with a return interval of less
than one year or greater have increased by as much as 100% in ﬁfth- and sixth-ﬁeld
watersheds in the last 50 years. However, the data set was skewed toward smaller peak
ﬂows. Greater than 75% of the data set had a return period of less than one year and
gauged areas were small catchments, which were not representative of the watershedsize basins. Further analysis of the same data set by others (Beschta 1997; Thomas and
Megahan 1988) either could not detect any changes for the ﬁfth- or sixth-ﬁeld watersheds
or were inconclusive.

Source Water Protection
The 1996 Safe Water Drinking Act amendments require the identiﬁcation and
management of source water protection areas for public water systems. States are
required to develop source water assessments for public drinking water supply systems
that include surface water and groundwater sources. The assessments include mapping of
the surface or groundwater area, an inventory of the potential sources of contamination,
and an evaluation of watershed sensitivity. See Table 117 (Potential contaminant sources
affecting waterbodies within source water watersheds) for the activities on BLM lands
that could affect drinking water supplies.
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Table 117.

Potential contaminant sources affecting waterbodies within source water watersheds

Contaminant

Activity

Causal Mechanism

Temperature

Harvesting within riparian zones
on perennial streams

Decrease in stream shade affected
by canopy removal

• Existing road network
• New road construction

Sediment delivery near stream
crossings of roads

• Harvest areas
• Recent burns
• Cattle grazing

• Landslides and debris torrents
• Erosion and dry ravel
• Concentrated animal grazing in
riparian areas leading to erosion
or streambank collapse

• Recreation at campgrounds
• Dispersed sites

• Failing sewage systems
• Improper waste disposal

Cattle grazing

• Cattle holding areas within
riparian areas
• On-stream watering

Forest fertilization

Fertilizer entering watercourses

Recent burns

Mobilization from adjacent areas
to streams

Pesticides

Forest pesticide application

Application to nontargeted areas
by drift or runoff

Petroleum products

• Refueling of equipment
• Transportation and fuel storage

Spills

Sediment

Bacteria

Nutrients

See Figure 112 (Source water watersheds percentage on BLM lands within the planning
area). These watersheds are primarily in rural settings and do not involve industrialized
contaminant sources. See Appendix I. Water for descriptions of speciﬁc community public
water systems using surface water, population served, and land area affected for each district.
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Figure 112. Source water watersheds percentage on BLM lands within the planning area

With the settlement of the Paciﬁc Northwest in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, along with increasing populations, concerns arose about the quality of drinking
water. Early focus centered on the characterization of disease-causing microbes in public
water supplies and methods to immobilize or remove them.
As a matter of necessity, small cities in rural areas set up points of diversion from surface
waters from federal lands. They generally enjoyed excellent water quality during most
of the year with minimal treatment. During the 1950s and 1960s, timber harvesting and
range activities increased. A water system survey conducted by the Public Health Service
in 1969 showed that only 60% of the public water systems surveyed delivered water that
met Public Health Service standards (EPA 2000). Small systems, such as those found
in rural communities, were the most at risk. Deﬁciencies related more to water system
equipment, including ﬁltration, disinfection, and a safe distribution system, rather than
surface water quality.
The height of road construction, harvesting, and rangeland use on BLM lands occurred
in the 1950s through the 1980s. Watersheds have been generally on an improving trend
during the last 15 years.
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Fire and Fuels
Key Points
• The natural disturbance agent of ﬁre differs in severity and frequency between the northern and southern
BLM districts.
• Fire exclusion has increased the risk of high-severity ﬁres in the Medford District and Klamath Falls Resource
Area of the Lakeview District.
• Fire exclusion and vegetative ingrowth is a threat to ﬁre resiliency in the Medford District and Klamath Falls
Resource Area of the Lakeview District.

Fire Regimes
Fire is a natural disturbance agent that has played a major role in shaping the forests within
the planning area. A natural ﬁre regime is a general classiﬁcation of how ﬁre would behave
in the absence of human intervention. See Table 118 (Frequencies and severities of the
natural ﬁre regimes) for the frequencies and severities of natural ﬁre behavior.
Table 118.

Frequencies and severities of the natural ﬁre regimes

Natural Fire
Regime

Frequency
(years)

Severity

Fire Regime I

0 to 35

low to mixed (surface ﬁres are the most common)

Fire Regime II

0 to 35

high (stand replacement ﬁres)

Fire Regime III

35 to 100+

mixed

Fire Regime IV

35 to 100+

high (stand replacement ﬁres)

Fire Regime V

200+

high (stand replacement ﬁres)

Generally, the BLM districts within the planning area fall into the following ﬁre regimes:
•

Eugene and Salem fall mostly into Fire Regime IV and Fire Regime V.

•

Roseburg is a transition zone of weather and the natural ﬁre regimes.

•

Coos Bay has a variety of ﬁre regimes.

•

Medford falls into Fire Regime I.

•

Klamath Falls (a resource area in the Lakeview District) is a complex mix of ﬁre
regimes; however, all are dry site (i.e., xeric).

See Map 31 (Fire regimes).
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Map 31. Fire regimes

The northern districts historically have had less frequent high-severity ﬁre regimes. The
southern districts, particularly the Medford District and the Klamath Falls Resource
Area, have had less severe but more frequent ﬁre regimes. These frequent low-severity
ﬁre events contribute to the ﬁre resiliency of the forests of southern Oregon by removing
understory vegetation, reducing ground and surface fuels, and reducing tree density.
There appears to be an emerging trend toward higher severity ﬁres in the southern portion
of the planning area (USDA, USDI 2004d). In the dry Douglas ﬁr forests of southern
Oregon, forests that currently would burn at a high severity
Fire resilient forest
level compose 50% of the landscape compared to 20%
A forest that has
historically. This is a result of ﬁre exclusion and harvesting
characteristics that limit ﬁre
practices that have fundamentally changed the historic fuel
severity and increase the
of the forest to
conditions (Peterson et al. 2005). These changes to the historic resistance
mortality (Brown et al. 2004).
fuel conditions include:
•

An increase in shade tolerant species, which are less ﬁre resistant.
Frequent,
lowi
F
l
intensity ﬁres control the establishment of ﬁre intolerant species, which are more
susceptible to mortality from bowl scorch and have increased the risk of crown
ﬁres due to lower canopy base heights.

•

The lower height to live crown ratio of shade tolerant species increases
ladder fuels.
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•

Increased tree stocking levels. Frequent, low-intensity ﬁres maintained a higher
proportion of low-density stands. Surface fuels accumulate over time as smaller
trees crowd out and die.

•

A decrease in canopy base height. Frequent, low-intensity ﬁres pruned the lower
limbs of the trees that survived and reduced the threat of crown ﬁres.

•

Ground fuels build up as duff and large woody material accumulate and
decompose. This is a long-term process that occurs over decades. These fuels will
not contribute to spread rates but will contribute heavily to ﬁre severity.

The following management practices have increased the potential for
uncharacteristic wildfires:
•

Fire exclusion has created thickets of ladder fuels and increased fuel loadings.

•

A lack of thinning and slash treatments has created higher density stands,
understory vegetation, and fuels that favor large, high-severity ﬁres.

•

Harvesting practices have removed the more ﬁre-resilient larger trees.

•

Excluding areas (such as reserved areas) from the practices of thinning,
prescribed burns, or fuel reduction activities makes them susceptible to wildﬁres
of uncharacteristically high intensity and severity. This exclusion also makes
them less ﬁre resilient.

Fire exclusion is not a signiﬁcant factor in ﬁre severity in the northern portion of the
planning area, which has a low return, high ﬁre severity. The existing fuel loadings are
likely consistent with the ﬁre regime. In general, ﬁres in the northern portion of the
planning area are scattered and tend to be small. In the southern portion of the planning
area, however, ﬁre exclusion and harvesting practices have reduced ﬁre resiliency.
Research suggests that ﬁre-resilient stands have the following characteristics:
•

Reduced surface fuel loading (Cram et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2004; Peterson et
al. 2005)

•

Lower density and basal area (Cram et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2004)

•

Maintain large trees of ﬁre-resistant species (Brown et al. 2004; Cram et al. 2006;
Noss et al. 2006)

•

Increased diameter increases the probability of the survival of green trees (Brown
et al. 2004)

•

Increased height to live crown creates multistoried canopies with gaps (Brown et
al. 2004; Peterson et al. 2005)

Legacy trees increase ﬁre resiliency within a forest. Currently, 27% of the stand
establishment and young stands in the Medford District contain legacy trees and 19% of
the stand establishment and young stands in the Klamath Falls Resource Area contain
legacy trees.
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The Klamath province and the southern portion of the Western Cascades province have
a greater abundance of ﬁres. There are more large ﬁres in those province areas. See
Figure 113 (Incidence of forest ﬁres within the planning area between 1994 and 2004).
Figure 113. Incidence of forest ﬁres within the planning area between 1994 and 2004
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Fire Hazards
Weather plays a major role in assessing ﬁre hazard. Weather can increase the number of
days per season that fuels are capable of producing a signiﬁcant wildﬁre.
Thunder storms are common in July and August, and more than half cause ﬁres (Agee
1996). The area in western Oregon south of the Rogue-Umpqua divide generally has
more severe and frequent thunderstorms with little precipitation. Storms tend to track up
the crest and east side of the Cascade Range (Agee 1996).
The primary cause of large wildﬁre ignitions within the planning area is lightning. The
secondary cause is humans. Lightning often produces multiple ﬁre starts that overwhelm
available suppression forces.
What is called the wildland urban interface encompasses a large portion of BLMadministered lands within the planning area. A wildland urban interface is an area where
structures and other human development meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland.
As wildland urban interface areas continue to develop infrastructure, the sources of
wildﬁre ignition increases also. In southwest Oregon, the primary ignition source of ﬁres
is now humans.
The complexity and difﬁculty of ﬁre management is increased by the checkerboard
land ownership pattern of the BLM lands within the planning area. These BLM
lands are interspersed with a variety of other lands (including intensively managed
private, industrial forests and residential areas where residents may not want active
forest management). While the goal of rapid ﬁre suppression may be common to all
landowners, it is often difﬁcult to proactively treat fuel loadings in mixed ownership
situations. Rural residents are concerned about smoke and the potential for ﬁre to escape
from the prescribed burns that are designed to treat fuel loadings. Industrial landowners
are more tolerant of smoke, but, they are also concerned about ﬁre that may escape
from prescribed burns. Therefore, the ability to do, and thus the effectiveness of, fuels
treatments is often reduced by mixed land ownership.
Ground fuels that consume large amounts of woody fuels and organic soil horizons would
produce disproportionately large amounts of smoke compared to ﬁres that are generated
from other types of fuels. Ground ﬁres reduce the accumulation of organic material and
carbon storage, and contribute to smoke production long after the ﬂaming front of a ﬁre
has passed (Graham et al. 2004). Under drought conditions, these ﬁres also damage and
kill large trees by killing or damaging their roots and lower stem cambium (Graham et
al. 2004). Because of the long duration of ground ﬁres, they may result in greater heating
than surface and crown ﬁres with the potential for reducing organic material, volatizing
nutrients, and creating a hydrophobic layer that contributes to soil erosion (Graham et al.
2004). Crown ﬁres have the largest immediate and long-term ecological effects and the
greatest potential to threaten wildland urban interfaces (Graham et al. 2004).
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Fire hazard ratings consider slope, aspect, climate, elevation, fuel type, and crown ﬁre
characteristics. A ﬁre hazard and risk assessment was completed in 2006 by the Oregon
Department of Forestry. See Figure 114 (Ratings of ﬁre hazards within the planning
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area) for the district-speciﬁc breakdown for the ratings of the ﬁre hazards within the
planning area.
Figure 114. Ratings of ﬁre hazards within the planning area

As follows, the general trend for the ﬁre hazard ratings is for them to be lower in the
northern portion of the planning area and higher in the southern portion of the
planning area:
•

About 92% of the lands in the northern districts (Salem through Coos Bay) have
a moderate ﬁre hazard rating. The exception is Roseburg where the percentage of
lands in the moderate category drops to about 55%.

•

About 48% of the lands in the southern portion of the planning area (the Medford
District) have a high ﬁre hazard rating along with very high ratings (17% and
33%) that are much higher than in the northern districts (0.1 to 9%).

•

The exception to the general north to south trend is the Klamath Falls Resource
Area in which the bulk of the lands have a moderate rating. The issue in this area
is ﬁre frequency with dry pine sites that are highly susceptible to ﬁre exclusion.
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See Table 119 (Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the districts of the
planning area) and Figure 115 (Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the
Salem District) through Figure 121 (Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within
the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District) for an illustration of these
trends across the districts within the planning area.
Table 119.

Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the districts of the planning area

BLM Districts

Fire Hazard Ratings
(by % of land)
Very Low/
Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Salem

2.4

92.9

4.6

Eugene

0.9

91.5

7.4

0.1

Roseburg

0.1

55.6

35.4

8.8

Coos Bay

5.8

91.0

3.1

0.1

Medford (northern portion)

0.2

35.9

47.1

16.9

Medford (southern portion)

0.2

18.6

48.6

32.6

Klamath Falls Resource Area
(Lakeview District)

2.0

73.0

13.0

12.0

Figure 115. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the Salem District

Figure 116. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the Eugene District
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Figure 117. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the Roseburg District

Figure 118. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the Coos Bay District

Figure 119. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the northern portion of the
Medford District
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Figure 120. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the southern portion of the
Medford District

Figure 121. Current ﬁre hazard ratings by percent of land within the Klamath Falls Resource Area
of the Lakeview District
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Air
Key Points
• Wildﬁres contribute large amounts of air pollutants in episodic events that often exceed air quality standards
over vast areas.
• Prescribed burns contribute negligible amounts of air pollutants in smaller, controlled events that exceed air
quality standards over smaller, controlled areas.

The standards for air quality are set by the Environmental Protection Agency under the
authority of the Clean Air Act. There are two primary concerns regarding air quality—health
standards and visibility.
Western Oregon has a history of air quality issues due to weather patterns and topography.
Weather patterns are dominated in western Oregon by the Paciﬁc high pressure system. This
weather pattern creates inversions during the summer and late-winter months that causes air
stagnation by trapping pollutants at the lower elevations for extended
Inversion
periods of time. Topography compounds this issue by forming
A layer of warm air that
topographic bowls with the valleys in western Oregon and Klamath
prevents the rise of cool air and
County that create the need for moderately intense storms to move the
traps pollutants beneath it.
inversions and to mix the air layers. Most prescribed burning is
conducted in the spring and fall when the atmosphere is generally
unstable, which allows the mixing of air and the transport of pollutants off-site.
f it All prescribed
ib d
burning in western Oregon is conducted under the Oregon Smoke Management Plan, which
requires dispersion, dilution, and avoidance techniques to minimize smoke impacts on local
communities and to direct smoke away from designated areas.
There are four types of classiﬁcations used in Oregon for the designation of air quality areas.
•

Attainment. Areas that meet air quality standards.

•

Class I visibility areas. Areas that have very clean air and are subject to the tightest
restrictions on how much additional pollution can be added to their airshed.

•

Nonattainment areas. Areas that have consistently not met the national ambient air
quality standards.

•

Maintenance areas. Areas that have had a history of nonattainment but are now
consistently meeting the national ambient air quality standards.

See Figure 122 (Air quality management areas within the planning area).
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Figure 122.
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Air quality management areas within the planning area
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In Class I visibility areas, the primary concern is the protection of visibility. These areas are
protected under the Oregon State Implementation Plan, which governs regional haze. The
following sites in western Oregon and Klamath County are designated as Class I visibility areas:
•

Mount Hood Wilderness

•

Mt. Jefferson Wilderness

•

Mt. Washington Wilderness

•

Three Sisters Wilderness

•

Diamond Peak Wilderness

•

Crater Lake National Park

•

Kalmiopsis Wilderness

•

Mountain Lakes Wilderness

•

Gearhart Mountain Wilderness

Particulate matter is measured by two diameter classes—10 micron (PM10) and 2.5 microns
(PM2.5). Both classes contribute to regional haze and reduced visibility. Data from air monitoring
stations has shown that wildﬁre has not been a predominant long-term source of visibility
impairment in any Class I area, although emissions from ﬁre are an important episodic contributor
to visibility aerosols (Sandberg 2002).
There are currently six nonattainment areas in Oregon. Five are within the planning area.
•

Eugene/Springﬁeld Urban Growth Boundary (PM10 nonattainment)

•

Lakeview (PM10 nonattainment; redesignation to attainment is pending EPA approval)

•

Medford/Ashland (PM10 nonattainment; redesignation to attainment is pending EPA
approval)

•

Oakridge Urban Growth Boundary (PM10 nonattainment)

•

Salem Keizer (carbon monoxide and ozone nonattainment)

There are currently six maintenance areas within the planning area that have been redesignated
from nonattainment areas.
•

Portland Air Quality Maintenance Area (ozone and carbon monoxide)

•

Eugene/Springﬁeld (carbon monoxide)

•

Grants Pass Business District (carbon monoxide)

•

Grants Pass Urban Growth Boundary (PM10)

•

Klamath Falls Urban Growth Boundary (carbon monoxide and PM10)

•

Medford Urban Growth Boundary (carbon monoxide)

Smoke from wildﬁres and smoke from hazardous fuels treatments are similar in composition;
however, the amount of emissions from wildﬁre is roughly double that from fuels treatments
(Huff et al. 1995).
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In general, particulate matter from the smoke of wildﬁres and hazardous fuels treatments is the
major pollutant of concern to health. Particulate is a general term for a mixture of solid particles
and liquid droplets found in the air. Particulate from smoke tends to be very small (less than
1 micron in diameter) and, as a result, is more of a health concern than the coarser particles
that typically make up road dust. Particulate matter from wood smoke has a size range near the
wavelength of visible light (0.4-0.7 micron). This makes the particles excellent at scattering light
and, therefore, excellent at reducing visibility.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless gas that is produced from incomplete combustion.
It is produced in the largest amounts during the smoldering stages of a ﬁre. Carbon monoxide is
potentially one of the most dangerous components of smoke. Concentrations drop rapidly as the
proximity to a ﬁre decreases and are usually of concern only to ﬁreﬁghters.
Hazardous air pollutants, such as acrolein, benzene, and formaldehyde, are present in smoke, but
in far less concentrations than particulates and carbon monoxide. Nitrogen oxides and volatile
organic gasses combine to form ozone. Although not conﬁrmed, there appears to be an indirect
link between the large smoke plumes from wildﬁres and increased ozone levels. The data used to
compile the totals of emissions in this document show that approximately 62% of total emissions
are 2.5 microns or smaller in diameter.
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Recreation
Key Points
• BLM management actions can affect the recreational setting of an area, which, in turn, inﬂuence the level and
distribution of visitor use.
• The growing popularity of off-highway vehicle use has resulted in a trend towards increased demand for this type
of activity on BLM lands in western Oregon.

Recreation activities that take place in different settings produce different experiences for visitors.
Certain settings are more conducive to certain types of activities and preferred by visitors who
engage in them. This relationship between recreation activities and setting preferences can,
in turn, inﬂuence visitor use patterns and levels across the landscape. If a management action
changes the recreational setting of an area, it can cause corresponding changes in the public use
of that area.
The recreational setting classiﬁcation system is based on a combination of physical,
administrative, and social setting characteristics. The combination of these characteristics
determines the overall recreational setting for a particular area. These settings include:
•

primitive

•

backcountry

•

middle country

•

front country

•

rural

Physical Setting Characteristics
Physical setting characteristics are directly affected by timber management activities.
These features include:
•

remoteness (i.e., proximity to roads and road types)

•

naturalness (i.e., landscape quality, level of disturbance, forest structural
complexity, and age)

•

recreational developments (e.g., campgrounds, day-use areas, trails, and other
facilities)

The remoteness and naturalness are best suited for measuring the affects of timber
management on the recreational setting. Management actions that require road building
or decommissioning directly affect the level of remoteness of an area. Those actions that
affect forest stand structure and age directly inﬂuence an area’s level of naturalness.
Recreational developments are also considered characteristics of the physical setting.
Timber management actions generally do not directly affect these areas. However,
recreational developments directly inﬂuence the level and distribution of visitor use.
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The BLM’s functional road classiﬁcation system is used to assign road types within
middle country, front country, and rural settings in order to determine levels of
remoteness. The system is based on trafﬁc volume, vehicle speed, trip distance, travel
mobility, and property access. Road types consist of arterial, collector, local, and
resource roads (USDI, BLM 1996b, updated 2002). Primitive and backcountry settings
are assigned to areas based on their proximity away from all of these road types. See
Table 120 (Classiﬁcation of recreational settings by remoteness) for the classiﬁcation of
recreational settings from primitive to rural by levels of remoteness.
Table 120.

Classiﬁcation of recreational settings by remoteness

Recreational
Setting
Classiﬁcations

Level of Remoteness

Primitive

Greater than 1 mile from any class of road, excluding those that are
permanently closed or decommissioned

Backcountry

0.25 to 1 mile from any class of road, excluding those that are permanently
closed or decommissioned

Middle country

Within 0.25 mile of local* or resource* roads

Front country

Within 0.25 mile of collector* roads

Rural

Within 0.25 mile of arterial roads or highways

Note: Collector, local, and resource are functional classiﬁcations of roads in the BLM road system. For details, see Transportation in Chapter 3
under Lands, Realty, Access, and Transportation.

See Figure 123 (Remoteness levels for a portion of the Klamath Falls Resource Area of
the Lakeview District) for the remoteness levels that exist across a portion of the BLM’s
land base in the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District.
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Figure 123. Remoteness levels for a portion of the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the
Lakeview District

Forest structural stage classiﬁcations describe the development of forest stands over time.
These structural stage classes are used to classify naturalness levels for each recreational
setting. See Table 121 (Classiﬁcation of recreational settings by naturalness) for the
classiﬁcation of recreational settings from primitive to rural by levels of naturalness.
Table 121.

Classiﬁcation of recreational settings by naturalness

Recreational Setting
Classiﬁcations

Level of Naturalness

Primitive

• Undisturbed natural landscape
• Structurally complex forest with existing old or very old forest

Backcountry

• Natural appearing landscape having modiﬁcations not readily
noticeable
• Mature forest with a single or multiple canopies

Middle country

• Natural appearing landscape having modiﬁcations that do not
overpower natural features
• Young, high-density forest with structural legacies; or, young, lowdensity forest with or without structural legacies

Front country

• Partially modiﬁed landscape with more noticeable modiﬁcations
• Young, high-density forest without structural legacies

Rural

• Substantially modiﬁed natural landscape
• Stand establishment forest with or without structural legacies
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See Figure 124 (Stand visualizations for each classiﬁcation of naturalness) for the
naturalness levels for each recreational setting using a series of forest stand visualizations.
Figure 124. Stand visualizations for each classiﬁcation of naturalness

Primitive

Middle Country

Rural
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Administrative Setting Characteristics
The BLM provides a wide range of recreational opportunities for the public across
western Oregon. These opportunities are supported by a network of recreational
developments that include:
•

campgrounds

•

day-use areas

•

trail systems

•

backcountry byways

•

environmental education areas

•

recreation and public purpose leases to local governments

Included within these areas are numerous wildlife viewing areas, visitor centers, picnic
areas, boat ramps, waysides, and other amenities.
See the tables at the end of Chapter 2 for listings of all recreational developments
by district.
Administrative setting characteristics include:
•

management controls and constraints (e.g., legal access, regulatory signing, and
law enforcement presence)

•

motorized use restrictions (e.g. off-highway vehicle area designations)

•

visitor services (e.g., interpretive exhibits, environmental education programs,
and on-site personnel)

Timber management actions typically do not directly affect these administrative setting
characteristics. However, certain aspects of these administrative setting characteristics are
important to understanding the recreation program:
•

Legal public access is necessary for visitors seeking to recreate on public lands.

•

Recreation management areas set the stage for most aspects of the
administrative setting.

•

Off-highway vehicle area designations directly inﬂuence the distribution of
visitor use.

Since a majority of BLM lands in western Oregon are intermingled with private lands,
public access can vary greatly. Reciprocal right-of-way agreements, easements, and
unsecured access rights across adjacent private lands all have a determining affect on
public access, which, in turn, inﬂuence visitor use.
The BLM has assigned either a secured or an unsecured legal public access status to
every distinct management unit of BLM land throughout western Oregon.
Secured legal public access includes public access rights that have been secured by the
United States. Public access rights are generally included in the acquisition of exclusive
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or access road easements where the United States has acquired control of the right-of
way. Physical access must be present and available via roads or trails.
Unsecured legal public access includes public access rights that have not been secured
by the United States. Administrative access may be legally and physically available to
the BLM, although the right-of-way agreements or easements do not include legal access
rights for the public.
There are 1.9 million acres (77%) of BLM lands that are legally accessible to the public
and 600,000 acres (23%) that are legally inaccessible to the public. See Table 122 (Legal
public accessibility of BLM lands by district) and Figure 125 (Proportion of BLM lands
by district with secured or unsecured legal public access) for these results by district.
Table 122.

Legal public accessibility of BLM lands by district
Secured Legal Public
Access

District

Unsecured Legal Public
Access

Acres

Percentage

Acres

Percentage

Salem

293,337

73%

109,887

27%

Eugene

196,740

62%

118,475

38%
33%

Roseburg

284,484

67%

141,832

Coos Bay

259,578

81%

62,647

29%

Medford

736,424

85%

131,804

15%

192,190

85%

32,711

15%

1,962,754

77%

597,356

23%

Klamath Falls Resource Area
(Lakeview District)

Totals

Figure 125. Proportion of BLM lands by district with secured or unsecured legal public access
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See Figure 126 (Secured and unsecured legal public access to a portion of the BLM’s
land base in the Coos Bay District) for an example of secured and unsecured legal public
access to a portion of BLM lands in the Coos Bay District. A complete set of legal public
accessibility maps are available to the public for review at the district ofﬁces.
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Figure 126. Secured and unsecured legal public access to a portion of the BLM’s land base in the
Coos Bay District

All BLM lands are classiﬁed as either special or extensive recreation management areas:
•

A special recreation management area is a unit of public land identiﬁed to
provide speciﬁc recreational opportunities (i.e., activities, experiences, and
beneﬁts). The BLM manages 27 special recreation management areas in western
Oregon that total 151,150 acres. See the tables at the end of Chapter 2.

•

Extensive recreation management areas include all other BLM lands that are not
classiﬁed as special recreation management areas. Recreation management is
generally custodial in nature and used to address dispersed recreational demand.
Management is designed to ensure visitor safety, limit resource impacts, and limit
visitor conﬂicts. Extensive recreation management areas total 2.2 million acres
across the planning area. See the tables at the end of Chapter 2.

All BLM lands are required to be designated as open, limited, or closed to motorized
vehicles. Designations are based on the protection of natural and cultural resources,
public safety, and limiting visitor conﬂicts.
•

Open areas. Areas where off-highway vehicle use is unlimited since there are no
issues regarding resources, visitor conﬂicts, or public safety to warrant limiting
cross-country travel.

•

Limited areas. Areas where off-highway vehicle use is restricted in order to
meet recreational and resource management objectives. Restrictions may include:
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the number or types of vehicles; the time or season of use; permitted or licensed
use only; and limiting use to existing or designated roads and trails.
•

Closed areas. Areas that are closed to all motorized vehicle use to protect
resources, ensure visitor safety, or reduce visitor conﬂicts.

The BLM also establishes subarea designations for making distinctions within larger
off-highway vehicle areas. An off-highway vehicle emphasis area is an example of a
subarea designation where off-highway vehicle use is more concentrated and intensively
managed. These areas do not allow or prevent off-highway vehicle use. That is only
determined through the broader designations of open, limited, and closed. The BLM
currently manages six off-highway vehicles emphasis areas within the planning area
(totaling 58,000 acres).
The combination of these area and sub-area designations affects the administrative
setting, which can in turn inﬂuence the level and distribution of recreational demand
across the landscape. See the tables at the end of Chapter 2 for the current off-highway
vehicle area and emphasis area designations by district.

Social Setting Characteristics
Social setting characteristics include: visitor contacts (number of encounters with other
visitors), the distribution of visitors (number of visitors per area), and evidence of
visitors (signs of past visitor use). Evaluating the level and distribution of visitors across
the range of physical settings aids in understanding how timber management affects
recreation use.
Recreation on BLM lands occurs within the larger context of overall recreational demand
in western Oregon. When comparing the BLM’s most recent visitor use data (USDI,
BLM 2006b) with the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department’s most recent outdoor
recreation survey data (OPRD 2003), an estimated 17% of the total recreational demand
throughout the planning area occurs on BLM lands.
Recreational demand is measured in two ways: (1) the total number of visitors per year,
and (2) the total number of participants by 13 primary recreation activity categories.
Since one visitor can participate in more than one activity, the number of participants is
typically higher than the number of actual visitors.
Overall recreational demand is increasing at a rate of 1.9% each year in western Oregon
(OPRD 2003). If this rate remains constant over the next 10 years, total visitation on
BLM lands within the planning area is expected to increase from 5.1 to 6.2 million
visitors by the year 2016.
This rate of increase is not the same for all recreation activities, nor does the rate of
change for individual activities proportionally affect overall changes in recreational
demand. For example, nonmotorized boating is expected to increase 7% annually;
however, this activity accounts for less than 1% of the total public use on western Oregon
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BLM lands. On the other hand, camping and picnicking is projected to increase at a rate
of 1% each year, but it accounts for 9% of total visitation.
See Table 123 (Current and projected levels of participation by recreation activity within
the planning area from 2006 to 2016) for the current level of participation for 13 primary
recreation activities on western Oregon BLM lands, the annual rate of change for each
activity (based on statewide trends), and their projected levels by the year 2016. See
Figure 127 (Current and projected levels of participation by recreation activity within the
planning area from 2006 to 2016) for an illustration of these trends by activity.
Table 123. Current and projected levels of participation by recreation activity within the planning
area from 2006 to 2016
Current
Level
(2006)

Annual Rate
of Change

Projected
Level
(2016)

Nonmotorized winter activities

112,153

1.6%

136,827

Snowmobile and other motorized winter activities

151,061

5.0%

255,897

Motorized boating

161,763

1.0%

183,439

Nonmotorized boating

181,822

7.0%

360,917

Swimming and other water-based activities

277,203

-0.8%

246,156

Motorized off-highway vehicle travel

634,823

2.3%

835,427

Fishing

Recreation Activity

514,091

5.8%

930,505

Hunting (big game, upland game, and migratory
game birds)

1,014,102

1.1%

1,163,175

Nonmotorized travel (hiking, biking, and horseback
riding)

1,057,134

2.2%

1,380,617

Camping and picnicking

1,181,868

1.2%

1,373,331

Specialized nonmotorized activities and events

1,297,771

3.1%

1,861,004

Driving for pleasure (along designated BLM
roadways)

1,530,294

1.1%

1,764,429

Wildlife viewing, interpretation, and nature study

2,748,317

5.2%

4,738,099
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Figure 127. Current and projected levels of participation by recreation activity within the planning
area from 2006 to 2016
Projected Change by Recreation Activity
2006

2016
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See Figure 128 (Proportion of projected recreational demand by activity in the year
2016). The proportions are based on the current levels and annual rates of change for
each activity.
Figure 128. Proportion of projected recreational demand by activity in the year 2016
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The setting preferences of visitors are used to determine the distribution of recreational
demand, which has been adapted from statewide survey data collected for Oregon’s
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (OPRD 2003)14. It is assumed that the
distribution of recreational demand on BLM lands within the planning area would mimic
these statewide results. See Table 124 (Distribution of recreational demand by setting for
each recreation activity) and Figure 129 (Distribution of recreational demand by setting
for each recreation activity) for the distribution of recreational demand by setting for
each recreation activity.
Table 124.

Distribution of recreational demand by setting for each recreation activity

Distribution of Recreational Demand by Setting
(% of visitor use)
Recreational Demand
Primitive

Middle
Country

Front
Country

Totals
by
Demand

Rural

Wildlife viewing,
interpretation, and
nature study

9

19

42

11

19

100

Driving for pleasure

0

0

67

15

18

100

Specialized activities
and events

4

9

22

17

48

100
100

Camping and picnicking

6

13

49

20

12

Nonmotorized travel

15

23

36

9

17

100

Hunting

22

26

27

19

6

100

0

27

42

10

21

100

Motorized off-highway
vehicle travel

21

15

38

13

13

100

Swimming and other
water-based activities

6

17

47

9

21

100

Nonmotorized boating

Fishing

14

Backcountry

17

17

27

11

28

100

Motorized boating

0

0

41

17

42

100

Snowmobile and other
motorized winter activities

0

0

11

28

61

100

Nonmotorized winter
activities

9

9

9

23

50

100

In some cases, visitor preferences may be constrained by the administrative setting. For example, off-highway vehicle riders
may prefer the primitive setting. These areas, however, are restricted to nonmotorized activities (e.g., wilderness areas). These
management constraints were taken into account when developing Table 124 to avoid such conﬂicts with BLM policy.
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Figure 129. Distribution of recreational demand by setting for each recreation activity
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Wilderness Characteristics
Key Points
There are 26,123 acres of BLM-administered lands in western Oregon that have been found to contain
wilderness characteristics.

The BLM’s authority to conduct wilderness reviews, including the establishment of new
wilderness study areas, expired on October 21, 1993 pursuant to Section 603 of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act. However, the BLM has retained the authority under Section 201
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act to inventory wilderness characteristics and to
consider such information during land use planning.
Managing for wilderness characteristics may include protecting certain lands of sufﬁcient size
in their natural condition and providing opportunities for solitude or recreation that is primitive
and unconﬁned.
To be of sufﬁcient size, an area must be without roads and at least 5,000 acres. An exception
may be made to this acreage requirement when a smaller area is considered large enough to
provide for the preservation and use in an unimpaired condition because of its topography,
vegetative screening, or other similar features. Another exception is when a BLM area with less
than 5,000 acres adjoins an administrative boundary of the United States Forest Service and the
combined acreage of the two roadless areas is a minimum 5,000 acres.
During the scoping for the western Oregon resource management plan revisions, 146 public
wilderness proposals were received. Thirteen of these areas are located off BLM lands or outside
of the western Oregon planning area. Those 13 proposals were not included in the evaluation
process. The remaining 133 public wilderness proposals were evaluated to determine if they
contain wilderness characteristics. Of these, nine areas were found to contain wilderness
characteristics. The remaining 124 areas do not contain wilderness characteristics and, therefore,
were not analyzed further.
Six of the nine areas with wilderness characteristics are smaller than 5,000 acres but meet the
sufﬁcient size criteria because they are contiguous with United States Forest Service roadless
areas. Only the portions of these proposed areas that occur on BLM lands were evaluated and
considered during this land use planning process.
None of the proposed areas that are located on BLM lands are currently designated as wilderness
areas or wilderness study areas. See Table 125 (Lands with wilderness characteristics) for the
proposed areas that were found to contain wilderness characteristics. Refer to Table22 (Lands
with wilderness characteristics maintained under special management) in Chapter 2 for those
areas that would receive special management. See Appendix K. Wilderness Characteristics for the
evaluation process used to identify lands with wilderness characteristics.
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Table 125. Lands with wilderness characteristics
Identiﬁed Wilderness Characteristics
Total
(acres)

BLM Lands

Naturalness

Outstanding
Opportunities
for Solitude

Outstanding
Opportunities
for Primitive,
Unconﬁned
Recreation

X

Salem District
Bull of the Woods/Opal Creek
Additions

3,203

X

X

South Fork Clackamas River

919

X

X

Salmon Huckleberry Additions

637

X

X

X

Mount Hebo

81

X

X

X

Eugene District
No lands were identiﬁed with wilderness characteristics
Roseburg District
Williams Creek

116

X

Wasson Creek

3,408

Berry Creek

6,433

X

Wellington Mountain

5,659

X

Whiskey Creek

5,667

X

X

Coos Bay District
X

X

X

X

X

Medford District
X
X

X

Klamath Falls Resource Area
No lands were identiﬁed with wilderness characteristics
Total

26,123

Figure 130 (Mt. Hebo wilderness characteristics) shows an example of a small unit of BLM land
with wilderness characteristics abutting a USFS roadless area.
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Figure 130.

Mt. Hebo wilderness characteristics
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Visual Resources
Key Points
Visual resource inventory classes provide a mechanism to assess the visual impacts of management actions.

Visual resource management is a system for minimizing the visual impacts of surface-disturbing
activities and for maintaining scenic values. The BLM’s visual resource management system
consists of two distinct components:
•

visual resource inventory classes (one set of classes—Class I through Class IV)

•

visual resource management classes (another set of classes—Class I through Class IV)

Visual resource inventory classes portray the relative quality of visual resources. Inventory
classes do not establish management direction and are not used as a basis for constraining or
limiting surface-disturbing activities, except for the Class I visual resource inventory class. There
are four inventory classes that are assigned to BLM lands through the inventory process:
•

Visual resource inventory Class I. This class is assigned to areas where a management
decision has been made to preserve a natural landscape. This includes areas such as
wilderness areas, wilderness study areas, wild and scenic rivers classiﬁed as wild, and
other congressionally and administratively designated areas.

•

Visual resource inventory Class II, Class III, and Class IV. These classes
are assigned to areas based on a combination of scenic qualities, sensitivity levels, and
distance zones.
Class II visual resource inventory areas have a higher visual resource quality than do
Class IV visual resource inventory areas.

Visual resource management classes are designated through a resource management plan. These
class designations can vary from the inventory class designations, except for the Class I visual
resource management class. Refer to Chapter 2 for a description of the management objectives
and the allocation of visual resource management classes.
See Table 126 (Acres of each visual resource inventory class by district) and Figure 131 (Acres by
visual resource inventory class within the planning area).
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Table 126.

Acres of each visual resource inventory class by district
Visual Resource Inventory Classes
(acres)

BLM District
Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Salem

19,593

56,996

56,612

253,869

Eugene

1,187

4,739

34,606

272,836

0

92,354

23,582

307,895

Roseburg
Coos Bay
Medford
Klamath Falls Resource Area
(Lakeview District)

Totals
Figure 131.

592

13,455

61,974

245,108

57,093

266,248

317,049

223,447

340

42,824

79,578

100,876

78,805

476,616

573,401

1,404,031

Acres by visual resource inventory class within the planning area

Acres

ass

ass

ass

ass
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National Landscape Conservation System
Key Points
The BLM manages a variety of National Landscape Conservation System designations within the planning area.

The National Landscape Conservation System, established in June 2000, is designed to conserve,
protect, and restore nationally signiﬁcant landscapes that have outstanding cultural, ecological,
and scientiﬁc values. The establishment of the system does not create new legal protections. It
does, however, provide the administrative structure, staff, and budget that allows the BLM to
better manage these areas.
All National Landscape Conservation System designated lands are withdrawn from timber
harvesting with the exception of designated, suitable, and eligible wild and scenic rivers that
are classiﬁed as scenic or recreational. These two classiﬁcations allow for limited timber
harvesting in a manner that does not impair their free-ﬂowing character, classiﬁcation, or
identiﬁed outstandingly remarkable values. Because of this variation in management, only wild
and scenic rivers are described in detail below. All National Landscape Conservation System
designated lands are summarized in Table 127 (National Landscape Conservation System
designated lands by district).
Table 127. National Landscape Conservation System designated lands by district
Designation Type

Name

BLM District

National monument

Cascade-Siskiyou

Medford

Table Rock

Salem

5,700

Wild Rogue

Medford

8,700

Medford

488

Wilderness areas
National scenic trail

Paciﬁc Crest
Soda Mountain

Acres
53,000

Klamath Falls

12

Medford

6,107
1,705

Brewer Spruce

Medford

Little Sink

Salem

Cherry Creek

Coos Bay

570

Mountain Lakes

Klamath Falls

340

Yaquina Head

Salem

100

Mount Hood Corridor

Salem

4,700

Other congressional designations

Bull Run Watershed
Management Unit

Salem

660

Wild and scenic rivers

See Table 128 below

All districts

Wilderness study areas

Outstanding natural area

80

109,533
Total

Notes:
• Acreages for the Paciﬁc Crest National Scenic Trail are based on a 100-foot wide corridor with one linear trail mile being equal to 12 acres.
• Acreage for the wild and scenic rivers is based on a half-mile wide corridor with one linear river mile being equal to 320 acres.
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Most rivers are added to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System through federal legislation
after a study of the river’s eligibility and suitability for designation. The result of the study
process is a decision on whether to recommend the designation of a river to Congress (USDA,
USDI 1999). There are a number of river segments that are at various stages of this process
because of the high concentration of free-ﬂowing rivers within the planning area and the in-depth
nature of the study process.
Of the 122 designated, suitable, and eligible wild and scenic river segments:
•

12 are designated;

•

9 are suitable for recommendation to congress; and

•

101 are eligible but have not yet been studied for suitability.

The BLM must provide permanent protection of designated wild and scenic rivers. Interim
protection is required for eligible and suitable river segments, until either:
1. An eligible river segment has been determined to be unsuitable for inclusion as a wild and
scenic river after completing a suitability study.
2. A determination is made by Congress to include or remove a suitable river segment from the
National Wild and Scenic River System.
All designated, suitable, and eligible wild and scenic river segments must be classiﬁed as wild,
scenic, or recreational. These classiﬁcations are deﬁned as follows.
•

Wild river segments. River segments that are free of impoundments and generally
inaccessible, except by trail. Their watersheds or shorelines are essentially primitive
and their waters unpolluted. These represent vestiges of primitive America. No timber
harvesting is allowed.

•

Scenic river segments. River segments that are free of impoundments, their shorelines or
watersheds are largely primitive and undeveloped, but their shorelines are accessible in
places by roads. Limited timber harvesting is allowed.

•

Recreational river segments. River segments that are readily accessible by road
or railroad, they may have some development along their shorelines, and they
may have undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past. Limited timber
harvesting is allowed.

In addition to meeting one of the above criteria, all designated, suitable, and eligible rivers
must possess one or more outstandingly remarkable value. These include: scenic, recreational,
geological, ﬁsh, wildlife, historic, prehistoric, or other similar values.
See Table 128 (Wild and scenic rivers by district) for a summary of the wild and scenic river
segments that occur on BLM lands within the planning area. See Figure 132 (Wild and scenic
rivers by classiﬁcation) for a summary of these river segments by classiﬁcation. Individual wild
and scenic river segments are listed by district in the tables at the end of Chapter 2.
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Table 128. Wild and scenic rivers by district
Wild and
Scenic River
Classiﬁcation

Status
Designated

Wild

Number
of River
Segments

Acres

Salem

1

142

District

Medford

1

6,602

Suitable

Medford

4

5,083

Eligible

Medford

Designated
Scenic
Eligible

Designated

Suitable
Recreational

30

24,368

Salem

3

1,398

Klamath Falls

1

2,780

Salem

3

1,401

Medford

2

3,864

Medford

1

4,911

Roseburg

1

2,142

Salem

4

2,505

Salem

2

6,004

Eugene

3

6,691

25

8,560

Coos Bay

4

1,958

Eugene

6

2,512

Salem
Eligible

Roseburg
Medford

Total

Figure 132.

3

4,338

28

24,274

122

109,533

Wild and scenic rivers by classiﬁcation

Recreationa

i

cenic

acres

acres
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Soils
Key Points
Soils perform many functions in the environment that are important for plant growth, water quality, and human
beneﬁt. Natural events and management actions can change the capacity of a soil to perform these functions.

Physical, chemical, and biological properties determine soil compactibility, erosiveness, and
productivity. For example, shallow soils tend to hold less moisture and nutrients and are more
susceptible to loss of soil productivity than deeper soils. Some soils are more or less susceptible
to landslides and debris ﬂows depending on geology and slope.
Precipitation falls on the soil surface and is either:
•

taken up by plants after being inﬁltrated and stored in the soil, or

•

moves across or through the soil into streams and lakes.

The condition of the soil surface determines how this occurs. The potential for plant growth
depends on the ability of the soil to accept, hold, and release nutrients and moisture. Soil provides
the environment for root growth and development. Soil serves as the habitat for microorganisms
that control processes related to plant nutrition, nutrient cycling, and the biological control of
pests. The condition of the subsoil (soil below the surface) determines the effectiveness of these
functions (Larson et al. 1996).
Natural events or management actions can change soil properties. Wildﬁre can reduce the organic
matter found in soil and landslides can cause erosion. Timber harvesting, site preparation, road
construction, prescribed burns and fuels reduction, off-highway vehicle use, mining, and livestock
grazing cause soil compaction or displacement, surface erosion, and mass wasting processes.
They also alter nutrient status, soil biology, and long-term soil productivity.

Compaction
Soil compaction is the packing together of soil particles by physical pressure or vibration
at the soil surface that results in an increase in soil density and a decrease in pore space.
When pore space is decreased to a point where water, air, and plant roots have restricted
movement, it increases surface runoff and reduces plant growth. All soils are susceptible
to compaction and displacement “regardless of soil type, machine type [ground skidding
machinery will cause soil compaction], soil moisture, or other soil characteristics”
(Skaugset 1997). In addition, “research and monitoring conﬁrmed that despite their
unique design and use, highly mechanized systems (e.g., harvesters and forwarders)
for logging younger and smaller timber have the potential to produce signiﬁcant soil
compaction” (Adams 2005).
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Soil displacement is a process where the soil surface is moved some distance by
mechanical means or the hoof action of livestock. If nutrients, water, and soil organisms
are removed from the site, rooting depth is reduced to the point plant growth is decreased.
This process usually occurs concurrently with soil compaction.
Compaction and displacement from past timber harvesting activities remain. The extent
of these conditions across the planning area is not known.
Soil compaction is also caused by road construction. The road surface must be compacted
to hold the weight of rolling vehicular trafﬁc. This results in soil that is unavailable for
tree growth. Some literature suggests, however, that the growth of roadside trees may
beneﬁt from the increased light, moisture, and reduced competition (Miller et al. 1989). It
is not known if increased growth makes up for the loss of trees on the running surface of
a road. There are approximately 78,300 acres of roads that are administered by the BLM
within the planning area, which represents about 3% of BLM land.

Erosion
Erosion is the detachment and movement of soil particles by water, wind, ice, or gravity.
All soils are susceptible to erosion. The soils within the planning area are subject to two
types of erosion:
•

surface erosion

•

mass soil movement from debris ﬂows or avalanches, slumps, and earth ﬂows

Surface erosion is rare on BLM lands within the planning area since undisturbed forest
soils have a cover of vegetation, duff, and litter, which limits the overland ﬂow of water
and the subsequent erosion. Surface erosion can occur on compacted sites (e.g., roads).
Mass soil movement is common on BLM lands in western Oregon. Slope failures
are consistent with the soils, geologic material, and topography in western Oregon
(Burroughs et al. 1976). Fast moving debris ﬂows develop in shallow, coarse textured
soils on steep slopes (greater than 65 %) in V-shaped drainages (usually in bedded
sedimentary rock). Slumps and earth ﬂows occur in deep, saturated soils that are high
in silt or clay on gentle to moderate slopes. Soils derived from volcanic and deeply
weathered sedimentary materials are subject to this mass movement process.
Both wildﬁres and prescribed burns cause soil heating. Wildﬁre is a natural process that
occurs with varying frequency, intensity, and severity. Prescribed burns are used as a tool
for preparing sites for planting after timber harvests, for changing vegetative species, and
for fuels reduction. When soil heating occurs to the point where there is a breakdown in
soil structure, soil functions are impaired. Such impairments can include a reduction or
loss of organic matter and microbial species, water repellency, and surface runoff.
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Productivity
Soil productivity is the ability of a soil to produce vegetation. Vegetative growth requires
adequate air, water, and nutrients. The physical (texture and structure), chemical (organic
matter decomposition and nutrient release), and biological (nutrient cycling and nitrogen
ﬁxation) properties of soil supply air, water, and nutrients for plant growth. When any
of these properties are altered such that vegetative growth is reduced, soil function is
impaired. These soil properties are inﬂuenced by soil compaction and displacement,
erosion, and ﬁre.
Soil productivity can be altered through such management actions as the harvesting of
timber or the addition of fertilizer. Nitrogen is the main growth-limiting nutrient within
the planning area and all districts have applied nitrogen fertilizer in the past, except for
some Coast Range areas with soils that are not nitrogen limited.
Organic matter decomposition and the subsequent nutrient release is a major factor of
long-term soil productivity. The small components of trees (needles, leaves, and twigs)
contain the highest concentrations of nitrogen and yet are the easiest material to remove
from a site through displacement, erosion, or ﬁre.
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Grazing
Key Points
• The availability of forage and water is generally adequate for livestock.
• The number of vacant allotments and leases within the planning area has increased since 1996 by over 300%.
• The condition within individual allotments is variable based on historic grazing levels, past management actions,
and current grazing management.

The Medford and Coos Bay districts and the Klamath Falls Field Ofﬁce administer livestock
grazing on 560,000 acres, which represents 22% of the planning area. See Map 7 (Lands
available for livestock grazing) in Chapter 2. This level of grazing represents 14% of the total
federal grazing acres that occur on lands that are covered by the Northwest Forest Plan. See
Figure 133 (Percentage of grazing on BLM and Forest Service lands within the planning area).
Figure 133.

Percentage of grazing on BLM and Forest Service lands within the planning area

BLM
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The existing grazing leases and permits authorize a total of 26,840 active animal unit months
during the grazing season. See Table 129 (Livestock grazing authorizations by district).
Table 129. Livestock grazing authorizations by district
Coos Bay
District

Medford
District

Klamath Falls Resource Area
(Lakeview District)

Total

Allotments

0

95

96

191

Leases

4

0

0

4

Public land acres

16

352,312

207,682

560,010

Active animal unit months

23

13,416

13,401

26,840

3

59

92

154

Authorization Type

Permittees or lessees

The level of livestock grazing on Forest Service and BLM lands that are covered by the
Northwest Forest Plan has decreased between the early 1990s and the early 2000s (Charnley
2006). The reasons for the decline include:
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•

Requirements of the Northwest Forest Plan

•

Periods of drought

•

Requirements of the Endangered Species Act

•

Socioeconomic factors causing the viability of grazing operations to decline

•

Difﬁculty of managing livestock across the checkerboard pattern of intermingled private
and federal lands
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The level, duration, and timing of livestock grazing use within the planning area has been leased
or permitted at or below the levels of the current resource management plans. The number of
vacant allotments and leases within the planning area has increased from 17 in 1996 (all in the
Medford District) to 53 in 2004 (43 in the Medford District, 2 in the Coos Bay District, and 8 in
the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District). See
Vacant allotment
Figure 134 (Change in the number of active allotments between 1996
A vacant allotment is an
allotment that does not currently
and 2004). Some allotments have been vacant since the 1970s. The
have an active permit or lease.
reasons for the increase of vacant allotments include:
•

relinquishment by operators

•

cancellation due to nonuse or noncompliance

•

lack of interest

•

intermingled private land making it difﬁcult to graze within an allotment

•

lack of fencing to control livestock on public land

Figure 134.

Change in the number of active allotments between 1996 and 2004
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The overall number of active animal unit months decreased within the planning area. See
Figure 135 (Change in active animal unit months between 1996 and 2004). The increase in the
total active animal unit months for the Klamath Falls Field Ofﬁce between 1996 and 2004 is a
result of a combination of factors, including:
•

Land sales, acquisitions, and exchanges

•

Changes based on rangeland health assessments and rangeland survey results

•

Adjustments to correct past allocation errors

•

New information

Figure 135.

Change in active animal unit months (AUMs) between 1996 and 2004
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The condition within individual allotments is variable based on historic grazing levels, past
management actions, and current grazing management.
•

In the Coos Bay District, the vegetation on BLM land within the four grazing leases is
characterized by a mix of native grass species, noxious weeds, and nonnative pasture
vegetation with the nonnative pasture species being the dominant vegetation.

•

In the Medford District, the vegetation within grazing allotments is characterized by a
mix of grassland, chaparral, and mixed conifers and hardwoods.

•

In the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District, the eastern portion of the
resource area is characterized by nonforested uplands, which are comprised of sagebrush
and juniper communities. The western portion of the resource area is characterized by
mixed conifers and hardwoods.

Current grazing regulations direct the BLM to manage livestock grazing in accordance with
the Standards for Rangeland Health and Guidelines for Livestock Grazing Management for
Public Lands Administered by the bureau of Land Management in the States of Oregon and
Washington. The standards are the basis for assessing and monitoring rangeland conditions and
trends. If livestock is a signiﬁcant causal factor in the failure to meet a standard, management
will be implemented to ensure that progress is being made toward the attainment of the standard.
A total of 101 allotments, which is 52% of the number of allotments and leases and 53% of the
total number of public land acres within the planning area, have been assessed. Livestock was
identiﬁed as a signiﬁcant causal factor in the failure to meet one or more of the standards on all or
portions of seven allotments. See Table 130 (Rangeland health standards assessment results).
Table 130. Rangeland health standards assessment results

Rangeland
Standards Category

Coos Bay
District

Medford District

Klamath Falls
Resource Area

Totals

(Lakeview District)

Allotments

Acres

Allotments

Acres

Allotments

Acres

Allotments

Acres

Meeting or Making
Signiﬁcant Progress
Toward Meeting All
Standards

4

16

23

20,280

44

105,548

71

125,844

Not Meeting or Making
Signiﬁcant Progress but
Appropriate Action Has
Been Taken to Ensure
Signiﬁcant Progress
(Livestock is a factor)

0

0

0

0

7

36,369

7

36,369

Not Meeting or Making
Signiﬁcant Progress
Toward Meeting
Standards Due to
Causes Other Than
Livestock Grazing

0

0

17

99,667

6

34,697

23

134,364

Total Assessed

4

16

40

119,947

57

176,614

101

296,577

Total Not Assessed

0

0

55

232,365

39

31,068

94

263,433

Totals per District

4

16

95

352,312

96

207,682

195

560,010

Note: The category of Rangelands Not Meeting All Standards or Making Signiﬁcant Progress Toward Meeting the Standard-No Appropriate Action has been Taken to
ensure Signiﬁcant Progress Toward Meeting the Standard (Livestock is a Signiﬁcant Factor) is not included in the above table as the numbers would all be zero.
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Range improvements have been developed when needed to achieve the standards for rangeland
health for Oregon and Washington, resource management plan objectives, or other allotment
speciﬁc objectives. See Table 131 (Range Improvements constructed or maintained from 1996
through 2006). Range improvements have been constructed to:
•

improve the distribution of livestock;

•

provide livestock with forage;

•

provide for restoration;

•

protect sensitive areas;

•

improve wildlife habitat; and

•

facilitate intensive management of livestock through the implementation of
grazing systems.

Table 131. Range Improvements constructed or maintained from 1996 through 2006

Type of Project

Coos Bay
District

Medford District

Klamath Falls
Resource Area
(Lakeview
District)

Totals

Units

Miles

Units

Miles

Units

Miles

Units

Miles

Livestock Fences
Constructed

0

0

18

5

11

19

29

24

Livestock Fences
Maintained

0

0

123

64

21

38

144

102

Reservoirs Constructed
or Springs Developed

0

--

6

--

3

--

9

--

As overstory canopy cover decreases, understory forage production increases (USDA, Soils
Conservation Service 1971; Young et al. 1967). Production of forage within regeneration harvest
units is greater than within thinned stands because the understory vegetation does not have to
compete with the overstory for limited resources. Over time, forage production would decline
as juvenile trees continue to grow and begin to outcompete forage for the limited resources. The
understory production is also inﬂuenced by successional stage and forest type (Walburger et al.
2005). The amount of forage production would be higher within a stand establishment forest
than within a young, mature and structurally complex forest. See Figure 136 (Forage production
within a stand establishment forest versus a young forest).
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Figure 136.

Forage production within a stand establishment forest versus a young forest

Stand Establishment Forest

Young Forest

Off-highway vehicle use affects livestock grazing through the disturbance or harassment of
livestock by the type of vehicles and access that permittees and lessees use to manage livestock or
to conduct range improvement maintenance.
•

Areas designated as open to off-highway vehicle use provide more opportunities for the
disturbance or harassment of livestock than areas designated as limited.

•

Areas designated as open to off-highway vehicle use do not limit the type of vehicle
and availability of access that operators can use to move livestock or conduct range
improvement maintenance.

Fuels treatments affect livestock grazing by temporarily changing the use of foraging areas and
changing forage production. Adjustments to foraging areas would be needed if soil and vegetation
are no longer capable of supporting livestock following fuels treatments. Forage production
would decline following fuels treatments but would increase over time as vegetation recovered.
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Wild Horses
Key Points
The wild horses within the Pokegama Herd Management Area have an appropriate management level of
30 to 50 head.

The Pokegama Herd Management Area is the only herd management area within the planning
area. It encompasses a total of 80,885 acres in Oregon and California and includes private,
state, and federal lands. The planning area contains 84% of the herd management area, which
is 67,869 acres. See Map 12 (Location of Pokegama Herd Management Area) in Chapter 2 and
Figure 137 (Wild horses in the Pokegama Herd Management Area).
Figure 137.

Wild horses in the Pokegama Herd Management Area

Approximately 23% of the herd management area that lies within the planning area is located on
BLM land while the remainder is located on private land. The wild horse herd is estimated to spend
approximately 80 to 90% of its time on private land. The herd management area that is on BLM
land is administered by the Klamath Falls Field Ofﬁce. The private landowners have generally
allowed the presence of wild horses on their lands—providing that the horses are within the
established appropriate management level and do not range outside of the herd management area.
The appropriate management level for the Pokegama Herd Management Area is 30 to 50 head.
The appropriate management level has been maintained through two captures that were completed
in 1996 and 2000. Since the designation of the herd management area in 1971, the wild horse
population has ranged from 25 in 1972 to 55 in 2000. The current estimate of the herd size is
30 to 35 animals; however, actual horse numbers are difﬁcult to determine in a forested landscape.
The average growth rate for the Pokegama herd is 4 to 5%, which is below the average rate of
20% for other wild horse herds. The lower growth rate for the Pokegama herd may be related to a
higher ratio of male to female horses (Gottlieb 1993). The lower growth rate may also be related
to young horses being killed by mountain lions during the winter or being illegally removed
(USDI, BLM 2002). The overall condition of the herd is excellent (USDI, BLM 1996c, 2002).
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Due to the high percentage of private lands (77%) within the herd management area and the
use the herd makes of those lands, 150 animal unit months of forage are allocated to the herd
on BLM lands. That ﬁgure is based on the proportion of BLM-administered lands in the herd
management area.
The Oregon portion of the herd management area lies within the boundaries of two grazing
allotments. There is abundant forage and available water within the two allotments that comprise
the herd management area, even though the distribution of the wild horses is not uniform. The
Pokegama herd prefers (94%) meadows, open areas, and the tree cover on the edge of meadows
(Gottlieb 1993). During the spring and summer the horses are seen in the northern and central
portions of the herd management area. Due to the typically high winter snow accumulations
present on the northern and central portions of the herd management area, the horses concentrate
in the southern portion of the area from December through March.
The majority (95%) of the Californian portion of the herd management area (13,016 acres) is
located on private and state land, while only 5% is located on BLM land. The Pokegama herd can
usually be found on the Californian portion of the herd management area during the winter and
early spring, although they can be found there at any time of the year.
The diet of the Pokegama herd is predominantly grasses and grass-like species. The primary
water sources for the Pokegama herd include creeks, springs, and reservoirs. The BLM and
private land owners have constructed several exclosures to protect riparian areas from wild
horse use. The majority (70 to 80%) of developed water sources (springs and reservoirs) for the
Pokegama herd are located on private land (Lindsey 2006).
Off-highway vehicle use affects wild horses through disturbance or harassment. Areas designated
as open to off-highway vehicle use would provide more opportunities for the disturbance or
harassment of the wild horse herd than areas designated as limited.
Fuels treatments affect wild horses by temporarily changing the use of traditional watering or
foraging areas and changing forage production. Adjustments to traditional watering or foraging
areas would be needed if soil and vegetation are no longer capable of supporting wild horses
following fuels treatments. Forage production would decline following fuels treatments but would
increase over time as vegetation recovered.
As overstory canopy cover decreases understory forage production increases (USDA, Soils
Conservation Service 1971; Young et al. 1967). The production of forage within regeneration
harvest units is greater than within thinned stands because the understory vegetation does not
have to compete with the overstory for limited resources. Over time, forage production would
decline as juvenile trees continue to grow and would begin to outcompete forage for the limited
resources. The understory production is also inﬂuenced by successional stage and forest type
(Walburger et al. 2005). The amount of forage production would be higher within a stand
establishment forest than within a young, mature, or structurally complex forest. See Figure 136
(Forage production within a stand establishment forest versus a young forest) in the Grazing
section of this chapter.
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Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
and Research Natural Areas
Key Points
• Relevant and important resource values are being protected and maintained on BLM-administered lands
through the special management attention that is prescribed within 132 designated and potential areas of critical
environmental concern on 85,548 acres.
• There is a high level of diversity in both the values protected within the areas of critical environmental
concern across the planning area and the number and types of values contained within any one area of critical
environmental concern.

Areas of critical environmental concern were deﬁned in the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act as areas within the public lands where special management attention is required to protect or
to prevent irreparable damage to:
•

important historic, cultural, or scenic values;

•

ﬁsh and wildlife resources;

•

other natural processes or systems; or

•

life and safety from natural hazards.

Special management attention is developed to expressly protect relevant and important values.
The management measures used for special management attention would not be necessary if the
relevant and important features were not present, and would not be prescribed in the absence of
the designation.
Some special management attention is designed to change the relevant and important value on a
trend towards the desired condition. Other special management attention is designed to protect the
relevant and important values from management actions or other human activities, such as timber
harvesting or recreation activities, by prohibiting those activities or by modifying the methods
that would be used.
In order to be considered for designation as an area of critical environmental concern, an area
must meet relevance and importance criteria and require special management attention. An area
meets the relevance criterion if it contains one or more of the following:
•

an important historic, cultural, or scenic value;

•

a ﬁsh and wildlife resource;

•

a natural process or system; or

•

a natural hazard.

The value, resource, process or system, or hazard described above must have substantial
signiﬁcance in order to satisfy the importance criteria. This generally means that the value,
resource, process or system, or hazard is characterized by one or more of the following:
•

it has more than locally signiﬁcant qualities that give it special worth, consequence,
meaning, distinctiveness, or cause for concern, especially compared to any similar resource;
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•

it has qualities or circumstances that make it fragile, sensitive, rare, irreplaceable,
exemplary, unique, endangered, threatened, or vulnerable to adverse change;

•

it has been recognized as warranting protection in order to satisfy national priority concerns
or to carry out the mandates of the Federal Land Management and Practices Act;

•

it has qualities that warrant highlighting in order to satisfy public or management
concerns about safety or public welfare; or

•

it poses a signiﬁcant threat to human life or safety, or to property.

Research natural areas are designated as a type of area of critical environmental concern. These
areas are established and maintained for the primary purpose of research and education because
the land has one or more of the following characteristics:
•

a typical representation of a common plant or animal association;

•

an unusual plant or animal association;

•

a threatened or endangered plant or animal species;

•

a typical representation of common geologic, soil, or water feature; or

•

an outstanding or unusual geologic, soil, or water feature.

The research natural area network is designed to play a role as a control group or reference site
to allow the BLM to determine if changes that are due to climate change, invasive organisms, or
disturbance processes are occurring in the forests that are being managed for sustained yield to
the same degree as in the research natural areas.
Outstanding natural areas are dually designated as an area of critical environmental concern.
These areas are designated to protect the unique scenic, scientiﬁc, educational, and recreational
values of certain areas within the public lands.
Within the planning area, there are:
•

94 designated areas of critical environmental concern;

•

5 potential areas of critical environmental concern that have been under interim management;

•

34 designated areas of critical environmental concern that are also research natural areas; and

•

7 designated areas of critical environmental concern that are also outstanding natural areas.

There are 85,548 acres within the designated and potential areas of critical environmental
concern. The potential areas of critical environmental concern are under interim management.
(The potential areas of critical environmental concern were nominated during the previous
resource management plan process and are referred to in this analysis as “old” potential areas of
critical environmental concern.) See Table 132 (Designated and old potential areas of critical
environmental concern by district).
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Table 132. Designated and old potential areas of critical environmental concern by district
Areas of Critical
Environmental
Concern (ACECs)

Salem

Designated ACECs

Eugene

Roseburg

Coos
Bay

Medford

Klamath
Falls

Totals

26

14

10

11

28

5

94

Potential ACECs
(under interim mgmt)

0

3

0

0

0

2

5

Research natural
areas

8

5

7

1

12

1

34

Outstanding natural
areas

5

1

0

0

1

0

7

20,029

12,915

12,165

10,211

17,692

12,536

85,548

403,000

315,100

426,300

322,700

865,800

224,900

2,557,800

5.0%

4.1%

2.9%

3.2%

2.0%

5.6%

3.3%

Total ACEC acres per
district
Total BLM acres per
district
% ACEC acres of
BLM acres

Note: The research natural areas and outstanding natural areas are dually designated as areas of critical environmental concern, and their numbers are already
counted within the designated and potential numbers.

Each district received new nominations for areas of critical environmental concern for the
revisions of the western Oregon resource management plans. Thirty-three areas were found to
meet the relevance and importance criteria and were recommended for further analysis in the
plan revisions as new potential areas of critical environmental concern. While these areas are
not currently designated as areas of critical environmental concern, their relevant and important
values receive interim management upon nomination and are discussed here. None of these areas
were nominated as research natural areas or outstanding natural areas. There are 20,608 acres
within these 33 new potential areas of critical environmental concern. See Table 133 (New
potential areas of critical environmental concern by district).
Table 133. New potential areas of critical environmental concern by district
Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern
(ACECs)

Salem

New potential ACECs

Total ACEC acres per district

Eugene

10

5,508

Roseburg

5

2,040

Coos
Bay

3

202

Medford
6

4,053

Klamath
Falls

7

8,620

Totals
33

2

185

20,608

Total BLM acres per district

403,000

315,100

426,300

322,700

865,800

224,900

2,557,800

% ACEC acres of BLM acres

1.4%

0.6%

0.05%

1.3%

1.0%

0.08%

0.8%

Relevant and important values are usually described in four categories. See Table 134 (Value
categories for designated and old potential areas of critical environment concern by district) and
Table 135 (Value categories for new potential areas of critical environmental concern by district).
•

Historic, cultural, or scenic values include, but are not limited to, rare or sensitive archeological
resources and religious or cultural resources that are important to Native Americans.

•

Fish and wildlife resources include, but are not limited to, habitat that is needed for
endangered, sensitive, or threatened species, or habitat that is essential for maintaining
species diversity.
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•

Natural processes or systems include, but are not limited to, endangered, sensitive, or
threatened plant species; rare, endemic, or relic plants or plant communities that are
terrestrial, aquatic, or riparian; or rare geological features.

•

Natural hazards include, but are not limited to, areas of avalanche, dangerous ﬂooding,
landslides, unstable soils, seismic activity, or dangerous cliffs. A hazard caused by
human action may be considered a natural hazard if it is determined through the resource
management planning process that it has become part of a natural process.

Table 134. Value categories for designated and old potential areas of critical environment concern by district
Salem

Eugene

Roseburg

Coos
Bay

Medford

Klamath
Falls

Totals

8

4

2

5

8

5

32

Fish and wildlife

17

12

3

5

8

5

50

Natural process or
system

26

15

9

11

27

7

95

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

Value Category
Historic, cultural, and
scenic

Natural hazard

Table 135. Value categories for new potential areas of critical environmental concern by district
Value Category

Salem

Eugene

Coos
Bay

Roseburg

Medford

Klamath
Falls

Totals

Historic, cultural, and
scenic

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

Fish and wildlife

1

3

0

2

3

1

10

Natural process or
system

9

4

3

5

7

2

30

Natural hazard

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

While it is only necessary for an area to meet the relevance and importance criteria for one value
to qualify as an area of critical environmental concern, many areas within the planning area meet
these criteria for several values. However, the number of values that meet the relevance and
importance criteria can vary widely across the planning area, as can the combination of values
that meet these criteria within an area of critical environmental concern. For example, area of
critical environmental concern values range from a single special status plant species (Kincaid’s
lupine) in the Stouts Creek Potential Area of Critical Environmental Concern in Roseburg, to a
combination of unique geologic features, vernal pools, special status plants (natural processes and
systems), listed fairy shrimp (ﬁsh and wildlife), developed interpretive educational area, scenic
and cultural values at the Table Rocks Area of Critical Environmental Concern/Outstanding
Natural Area in Medford.
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Cultural Resources
Key Points
Cultural and paleontological sites are not evenly distributed across the districts but the location of sites is predictable.

Cultural and paleontological resources are nonrenewable and typically consist of physical
remains. Some traditional use sites and some historic sites may only be identiﬁed through written
historic records or oral traditional sources and may not have physical remains. Collectively, these
resources can be called heritage resources. See Table 136 (Heritage resources by district).
Table 136. Heritage resources by district
BLM Districts

Heritage Resources
Archaeological sitesa

Salem

Eugene

Roseburg

Coos Bay

Medford

Klamath
Falls

58

89

223

47

357

924

142

7

23

45

711

217

National Register of Historic
Places (eligible)

7

2

45

5

130

0c

National Register of Historic
Places (listed)

4

0

2

1

26

0c

25

4

15

10

7

50

6

0

18

19

2

Isolated

Historic sitesb

% of district inventoried
Paleontological sites

Notes:
a
Sites that contain either or both prehistoric and historic surface and subsurface deposits.
b
Sites with historic structural remains.
c
No formal determinations have been conducted.

Cultural resource locations are identiﬁed as:
•

sites (the locations of a signiﬁcant event, a prehistoric or historic occupation or activity,
or a building or structure); or

•

isolated ﬁnds (the locations with fewer than 10 artifacts).

Cultural sites may be prehistoric, historic, or both. Sites may be entirely buried, may consist
of above-ground or built features only (particularly historic sites), may include archeological
remains, or may consist of features that are not native or natural to the speciﬁc environment.
Nonnative features may be evidenced by domestic fruit trees and a clearing, which may be the
only remaining evidence of a homestead site.
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Types of Cultural Resource Sites
The types of cultural resource sites include lithic scatters and other prehistoric sites,
historic sites, paleontological sites, and traditional use sites.
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•

Lithic scatters account for at least 80% of the prehistoric sites within the
planning area. Lithic scatters are sites that consist primarily of ﬂakes and
chipped stone tools.

•

Other categories of prehistoric sites recorded within the planning area include
rock shelters, middens, middens with structural features, rock art, rock features,
lithic quarries, house pits, and peeled trees. Human burial sites may occur in
districts either as individual sites or as features within larger sites (e.g., middens
and housepit villages). Stacked rock hunting blinds and rock ring villages are
contained in the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the Lakeview District. Stacked
rock cairns in the Klamath Falls Resource Area are often associated with Native
American vision quests.

•

Historic sites within the planning area are predominantly associated with the
following activities:
–

homesteading, ranching, and settlement

–

logging

–

ﬁre suppression

–

mining

–

subsistence living

–

government management of the land

•

Paleontological sites consist of the physical remains of past animal or plant life in
the form of fossils. Paleontological sites are uncommon within the planning area.
The known sites have fossil remains of invertebrate marine and plant species. No
known sites have vertebrate fossil remains.

•

Traditional use sites play a current role in a living community’s historically rooted
beliefs, customs, and practices. Traditional use sites within the planning area may
include areas where traditional resources (food resources, basket making resources,
and other traditional material sites) are collected and spiritual or sacred sites are
located. Two of the federally recognized Indian tribes within the planning area (the
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs and the Klamath Indian Tribe) have offreservation treaty rights. The Klamath Indian Tribe’s rights, however, apply to their
former reservation boundaries, which are not within the planning area. Members
of the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs do exercise their off-reservation
rights within the planning area (west of the Cascade crest into the Portland basin
and extending south into the northeast reaches of the Eugene District). Trust
responsibility directly applies to proposed agency actions that could pose an effect
on tribal lands and resources (e.g., water quality, air quality, or ﬁre control).
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Prehistoric Sites
Overall site density is difﬁcult to ascertain on BLM-administered lands in western
Oregon due to the checkerboard pattern of land ownership, which has prevented
extensive cultural resource surveys from being conducted over large contiguous areas
within any single terrain type. Ascertainment of site density is further handicapped by
heavy groundcover in the forested environment. However, it is possible to make some
broad generalizations regarding prehistoric site density based on BLM inventory acreages
and site documentation from the past 30 years.

Northern and Coastal Areas (Salem, Eugene, and Coos Bay Districts)
The majority of prehistoric archaeological sites on the west slopes of the Cascade
Range are situated in predictable locations. Sites are typically situated:
•

along the crests of major ridge systems (often within saddles);

•

on river and stream terraces and on upland slump benches and meadows;

•

on the lower reaches of east, south, and west aspect slopes within the 400
to 500 foot upslopes of larger secondary streams; and

•

where quarry sites occur on slopes.

Ridgeline sites are the most scattered as their locations are strongly associated
with saddles, which are limited in number and distribution. Not all ridgeline
saddles contain archaeological sites. Sites within this location category have a
site density of 1 or 2 sites per linear mile of ridgeline.
Valley margin sites have much higher densities with as many as 14 sites recorded
within a single 500 acre tract for an average density of approximately 1 site per
37 acres. However, site distribution in this setting is often much more concentrated
with as many as six distinct artifact clusters being located within a 40 acre tract.
The BLM lands in the Salem and Eugene districts, with some notable exceptions,
are absent from the valley ﬂoors of all, but the most minor, streams.
There are only 12 recorded prehistoric archaeological sites located on BLM land
in the Coast Range. The lack of prehistoric archaeological sites is veriﬁed by the
results of numerous preproject cultural resource surveys. The few known sites do
not provide enough information to identify topographic settings that have a high
probability for site occurrence.
The scarcity of known prehistoric sites on BLM land in the Coast Range is in
part due to the history of BLM land tenure in the Coast Range. Most of the land
administered by the BLM is revested O&C parcels and in the Coast Range those
parcels have steep midslopes that largely preclude habitation.
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Southern Area (Roseburg and Medford Districts)
In the Siskiyou Mountains, known prehistoric sites are located in the vicinity of
permanent springs and along river and stream terraces. The underlying serpentine
bedrock includes pockets of high-quality rock that were used prehistorically for tool
production. As least one excavated site on BLM land is located on a small midslope
terrace with access to raw tool-making materials. Other prehistoric sites on BLM land
are found along ridgetops. The availability of water was a greater factor in choosing
site locations for prehistoric habitation in the southern areas of Oregon than in either
the Coast Range or the Western Cascades, particularly during the fall acorn harvest.
Known prehistoric site density appears higher in this region than in the Coast
Range, although the scattered nature of BLM parcels and of the surveyed areas
limits meaningful quantitative measurement.
Slope is a prominent factor in the location of prehistoric sites in the Medford
District. Slopes that are greater than 35% are associated with a lower incidence of
prehistoric site occurrence. Other factors include the proximity to water and the
presence of culturally important geologic resources (e.g., tool stone).
The Roseburg District manages a larger number of acres that are located on river
and stream terraces than either of the Salem or Eugene districts.
The BLM manages scattered parcels within the Oregon coastal shelf, which is the
area between the Paciﬁc Ocean and the foothills of the Coast Range and the Siskiyou
Mountains. This north/south corridor has seen the development of substantial
historic settlement and infrastructure and this development has adversely affected the
preservation of prehistoric cultural resources (mostly shell middens).

Klamath Falls Area (Klamath Falls Resource Area of the
Lakeview District)
Prehistoric cultural resource occurrence reﬂects a mix of two physiographic
provinces—the Basin and Range and the High Cascades. Sites tend to be near
water sources that are within areas affording unobstructed views of prominent
landscape features (e.g., Mt. Shasta, Mt. McLoughlin, Yainax Butte, and Bryant
Mountain), along ridgelines, and adjacent to rock outcrops.
The Klamath River Canyon contains some of the oldest and most signiﬁcant
prehistoric sites known in this area. Many of these sites are located on private
property (PaciﬁCorp), although nearly 30 sites are known to exist on BLM land.
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The Gerber Block (located in the eastern portion of the Klamath Falls
Resource Area of the Lakeview District) contains the vast majority of known
archaeological sites in the resource area. Both the Klamath Indians and Modoc
Indians were known to use this area for hunting and gathering. Numerous village
sites, lithic and ground stone artifact scatters, hunting blinds, and vision quest
sites have been documented in this area.
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Historic Sites
The location and density of cultural sites varies greatly within the planning area. Historic
site distribution differs from that of prehistoric sites. The majority of historic sites consist
of the remains of features that were constructed as temporary or permanent residences or
as transportation facilities for the purposes of:
•

homesteading;

•

obtaining timber, minerals, and other commodity resources;

•

protecting against ﬁres; or

•

managing government resources.

Sites related to homesteading, settlement, logging, and transportation are found generally
in the Cascade Range, Coast Range, and Siskiyou Mountains.
Historic sites occur in a variety of locations, such as:
•

alongside drainages,

•

along ridgelines and on peaks,

•

in and around meadows and wetlands, and

•

along stream terraces.

Slope is not a reliable predictor for historic site occurrence, particularly those associated
with logging or mining. The presence of geologic resources (e.g., a precious metal),
however, is a reliable predictor for mining sites.
Few historic structures from the time of the ﬁrst settlement activities (the mid nineteenth
through the early twentieth centuries) can still be found standing.
Historic sites representing early settlement activities appear to be more frequent in the
Cascade Range and the Siskiyou Mountains than in the Coast Range for several reasons.
•

The Willamette Valley was the destination of Oregon’s earliest settlers and was
always the most densely populated area in the state relative to other regions.

•

The early settlement of agriculturally productive land in the Willamette Valley
resulted in later-arriving settlers seeking homesteads.

•

The economic boom and bust cycles in the Willamette Valley led to short-term
homesteading or subsistence living attempts in the Willamette uplands, which
have left some cultural remains visible today.

•

Farming and ranching activities in the Siskiyou Mountains were more easily
undertaken in that area’s open environment.

•

Dryer weather in the southern portions of the state preserved structures better.

•

Remaining sites are more visible in the Cascade Range and in the Siskiyou
Mountains than in the Coast Range due to the open vegetation in those areas.
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Paleontological Sites
While rare within the planning area, paleontological resources have been found in the
sedimentary rock that exists on all of the districts, except the Eugene District.

Traditional Use Sites
The identiﬁcation of traditional use sites cannot be effectively accomplished without the
help of recognized tribal governments and other traditional groups who currently use the
sites for traditional practices. Once identiﬁed, cultural sites are evaluated and managed
according to two different sets of criteria:
•

Eligibility criteria of the National Register of Historic Places. Eligibility for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places is assessed using criteria that addresses
site integrity and considers factors that include uniqueness, research potential in the
study of history or prehistory, and association with important events or persons that
have made contributions to the broad patterns of history. The ﬁrst element addressed
in the National Register of Historic Places signiﬁcance criteria is site integrity.

•

Criteria of the management use categories of the BLM (BLM Manual
Section 8110.42). Six BLM management use categories (scientiﬁc use, conservation
for future use, traditional use, public use, experimental use, and discharged from
management) are employed to provide for site protection and use standards. Although
some scientiﬁc and experimental uses result in the physical alteration of resources,
in general, use does not imply consumptive use. Managed use of cultural resources
can be fully compatible with long-term preservation, and also provide the means by
which preservation is achieved.

The Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs have reserved treaty rights within the planning
area. Other recognized tribes also have traditional areas and resources of concern within
the planning area. A list of tribes with interests within the planning area is included in
Appendix N. Cultural Resources. The importance of identiﬁed traditional use sites and
resources are determined in consultation with federally recognized tribal governments.
Adverse impacts to heritage values occur when sites are disturbed and site material
contexts become mixed or churned, materials are damaged, and site integrity is disrupted
or destroyed. Change to site setting can also be an adverse impact.
Threats to site integrity can be natural- or human-caused, inadvertent or intentional,
or direct or indirect. Natural causes include erosion, weathering, gradual deterioration
and decay, ﬂooding, and wildﬁre. Human activities that result in ground or vegetation
disturbance, and that can directly or indirectly affect heritage resource values, include
timber harvest, reforestation, road building and decommissioning, burning and ﬁre line
construction, recreation development and use, livestock grazing, special forest product
collection, and mineral extraction. Heritage resource values are also adversely impacted
by such intentional disturbances as theft and vandalism.
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Traditional use sites can be impacted by visual and audible intrusions, loss of access,
alteration of setting, and loss of or reduction in the quantity or quality of the material
(resource) needed for traditional practices.

Lands, Realty, Access, and Transportation
Lands and Realty
Land use plans use land tenure zones to identify lands that are available for retention,
proposed disposal, or acquisition. The factors considered in evaluating opportunities for
the disposal or acquisition of lands can be found in Appendix O. Lands, Realty, Access,
and Transportation.
The three land tenure zones identify lands as follows.
•

Zone 1 is the retention and acquisition zone.

•

Zone 2 is the exchange and consolidation zone.

•

Zone 3 is the disposal zone.

For the acreage of the zones for the six districts within the planning area, see Table 137
(Acres of land tenure zones by district).
Table 137.

Acres of land tenure zones by district

BLM District

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Total BLM Acres per District

160,200

233,300

9,500

403,000

Eugene

80,900

234,200

100

315,200

Roseburg

35,900

377,000

13,400

426,300

Coos Bay

4,600

317,000

1,000

322,600

292,100

566,500

7,200

865,800

212,100

8,200

3,800

224,100

785,800

1,736,200

3,500

2,557,000

Salem

Medford
Klamath Falls Resource Area
(Lakeview District)

Total acres per zone

There has been limited activity in the acquisition of lands by purchase under Zone 1. One
active acquisition project is ongoing—the Sandy River/Oregon National Historical Trail
project that is located in the Salem District.
The majority of the BLM’s land within the planning area is identiﬁed as Zone 2 (suitable
for exchange). Land changes, as a method of adjusting land tenure, have had limited use in
the support of resource management programs. Land exchanges have become extremely
controversial and difﬁcult to complete. Most land exchanges and transfer activities within the
planning area were directed by federal legislation rather than by a discretionary agency action.
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There are 35,000 acres of BLM land within the planning area that are designated as
Zone 3 (suitable for sale). There have been 2,186 acres sold to date—sold primarily to
resolve unintentional occupancy trespass cases. Lands identiﬁed for sale are not sold if
project-level reviews show conﬂicts with the land tenure adjustment criteria. Speciﬁc
parcels of Zone 3 lands are shown in Appendix O. Lands.
Section 3 of the Oregon Public Lands Transfer and Protection Act (Public Law 105-321),
which is dated October 23, 1998, established a “no net loss” requirement for lands that
are administered by the BLM in western Oregon. The act requires that, when selling,
purchasing, or exchanging land, the BLM may not:
•

Reduce the total acres of the Oregon and California Railroad Grant (O&C) lands
or the Coos Bay Wagon Road (CBWR) lands.

•

Reduce the number of acres of O&C, CBWR, and public domain lands that are
available for timber harvesting below what existed on the date of enactment.

The act requires the BLM to ensure a no net loss of acres on a 10-year basis. To date,
the BLM in western Oregon shows a surplus of 50 acres of O&C land and a deﬁcit of
63 acres of harvestable timberland. There has been a general decline in the use of land
sales or land exchanges in western Oregon as methods of adjusting land tenure since the
enactment of this law.
Withdrawals generally segregate land from operations under the nondiscretionary general
land laws, mining laws, and sometimes the mineral leasing laws, but do not always affect
BLM surface management. Classiﬁcations generally segregate the lands from all forms of
appropriation under the public land laws, including the mining laws, but not the mineral
leasing laws. The existing withdrawals and classiﬁcations within the planning area are
shown in Appendix O. Lands.
There are 86 communication sites located on BLM land within the planning area. Several
sites have multiple authorized users or uses, including two-way, microwave, and low
power relay. These uses are generally compatible on the same site. Mass media users
with associated high power transmissions are generally not compatible with existing low
power uses on these developed sites. Existing communication site information is shown
in Appendix O. Lands.

Access
BLM land is generally available for needed right-of-ways where consistent with local
comprehensive plans, Oregon statewide planning goals and rules, and the exclusion and
avoidance of areas identiﬁed in resource management plans. Numerous types of right-of
ways have been authorized by the BLM, including:
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•

state highways

•

county roads

•

private access roads
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•

trails

•

power transmission lines

•

electric distribution and service lines

•

telephone and cable television lines

•

railroads

•

water pipelines and reservoirs

•

canals

•

federal highway material sites

•

communication sites

•

oil and gas pipelines

•

bicycle paths

The checkerboard land ownership pattern of the O&C lands generates most of the need
to cross public lands in order to provide access and utilities to intermingled private lands.
New right-of-way proposals across public lands are likely to continue in the future.
The location and nature of such proposals is generally not known until an application is
received by the BLM.
Major existing right-of-way corridors within the planning area are shown in Map 9
(Utility corridors) in Chapter 2. Existing facilities located within right-of-way corridors
include Bonneville Power Administration and private electric transmission lines,
pipelines, ﬁber-optic lines, and transportation infrastructure.
A programmatic environmental impact statement to designate corridors for oil, gas, and
hydrogen pipelines, and electricity transmission and distribution facilities on federal
lands in 11 western states is currently underway by the Department of Energy. After the
environmental impact statement is completed (December 2007), the BLM will amend
relevant land use plans, as necessary, to implement any new corridor designations. The
project currently includes the Salem, Eugene, Roseburg, Medford, and Lakeview districts.
The proposed Jordan Cove Energy Liquid Natural Gas Terminal and Paciﬁc Connector
Gas Pipeline project would include an approximately 223-mile-long, 36-inch-diameter
natural gas pipeline extending from a new terminal in Coos Bay southeastward across
Coos, Douglas, Jackson, and Klamath counties in Oregon to an interconnection with an
existing pipeline near Malin, Oregon. The proposed route extends across 40 miles of
BLM land in the Roseburg, Coos Bay, Medford, and Lakeview districts. The Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission will prepare an environmental impact statement to
address the environmental consequences of the project. The ﬁnal environmental impact
statement is scheduled to be ﬁnished by December 2007.
The majority of right-of-ways granted over BLM land in western Oregon are for logging
roads. In most cases, other right-of-ways (for such uses as domestic or irrigation water
lines, or utility lines for servicing residences) are authorized within or adjacent to existing
road clearing limits. In addition, there are numerous temporary use permits in effect that
authorize other activities on public lands, including:
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•

apiary (beehive) sites;

•

agricultural cultivation of small areas;

•

residential encroachments or other structures pending their removal or longterm authorization;

•

national guard or military reserve training; and

•

other miscellaneous short-term activities.

Leases are issued for land uses involving substantial construction, development, or land
improvement. No new permits or leases (under any authority) are allowed for landﬁlls
and other waste disposal facilities.
The BLM land within the planning area is predominantly intermingled in a checkerboard
pattern with private land. Intermingled nonfederal lands are owned primarily by private
timber companies and are managed for commercial timber production. Most of the
legal access to the federal and nonfederal timberlands is provided through long-term or
perpetual reciprocal right-of-way agreements between the United States and the private
timberland owners. It is estimated that 80% of the public lands within the planning area
are available for road construction and use under reciprocal right-of-way agreements.
Reciprocal right-of-way agreements provide the United States and the private landowner
with the right to use and construct logging roads on each other’s property for forest
management and timber removal.

Transportation
The BLM controls approximately 14,000 miles of road within the planning area.
Approximately 13,000 miles (about 93%) of BLM roads have some form of surfacing
(bituminous, aggregate, or pit run). The primary purpose for development and use of the
BLM road system is the transportation of timber. The majority of the BLM road system is
authorized for use by intermingled private timberland owners through reciprocal right-of
way agreements and used for transportation of timber harvested from their lands.
Although most BLM roads are not public roads, the BLM road system serves as a means
for the public to access public lands for recreational activities where public access rights
have been obtained or to provide ingress and egress to residences. The roads of the BLM
road system are described by the following functional classiﬁcations. For a quantitative
comparison of the road types, see Figure 138 (Distribution of functional classiﬁcations
for BLM roads).
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•

Collector roads. Those roads that normally provide access to large blocks of
public land and connect to state and county road systems.

•

Local roads. Those roads that primarily provide access to lands that are adjacent
to the collector network and serve travel over relatively short distances.

•

Resource roads. Those roads that are primarily spur roads and provide access for
only one or two types of resource management and carry very low trafﬁc volumes.
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Road construction standards and maintenance intensity are generally highest on collector
roads and lowest on resource roads.
Figure 138. Distribution of functional classiﬁcations for BLM roads

Collector,
9%
Local,
30%

Resource,
61%

Transportation management includes the development of a transportation management
plan, road density reduction, and maintenance of the road system to meet the needs
of resource programs. A transportation management plan for western Oregon was
developed in 1996 (with a subsequent revision in 2002). The BLM has decommissioned
approximately 590 miles of road. An additional 1,360 miles of BLM roads are identiﬁed
for potential road closure. The BLM’s contractual obligations in reciprocal right-of-way
agreements preclude a substantial reduction in road mileage within ﬁfth-ﬁeld watersheds.
Maintenance of the BLM road system within the planning area follows the guidance
in the western Oregon transportation management plan of 2002. Each district
develops an annual maintenance operating plan that contains a list of roads scheduled
to be maintained in the current year. Approximately 25% of the BLM road system
(3,800 miles) is scheduled to be maintained in any given year. See Figure 139 (Miles of
road maintenance). Road maintenance activities include:
•

roadside brush removal

•

road surface grading and replacement

•

pavement maintenance and replacement

•

ditch cleaning

•

culvert cleaning and replacement

•

slough and slide removal

Drainage facilities currently under assessment include:
•

350 bridges

•

500 major culverts (greater than 80 inches in diameter)

•

40,000 minor culverts

Maintenance levels (for the intensity of maintenance) are assigned to BLM roads using
a progressive ﬁve-level system (levels 1 through 5). Higher maintenance intensity (level
4 or 5) is typically assigned to bituminous surface collector roads. Native surface local
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roads receive at least level 1 or 2 maintenance to ensure resource protection. Roads
at levels 3 to 5 are maintained on a scheduled basis and may receive more extensive
maintenance during periods of short-term increased use for timber hauling.
Figure 139. Miles of road maintenance
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The following tables display the current inventory of transportation development on and
to BLM land within the planning area.
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Table 138.

Road functional classiﬁcations by BLM district within the planning area
Functional Classiﬁcations of Roads (miles)

Land Control
Category

Arterial

Collector

BLM Controlled

0

219

BLM Land, No
Control

15
15

Local

Resource

Unknown

Road Totals

847

1,434

27

2,527

17

75

67

199

373

236

922

1,501

226

2,900

Salem District

Salem Totals

Eugene District
BLM Controlled

0

138

1,553

350

4

2,045

BLM Land, No
Control

34

20

145

45

41

285

34

158

1,698

395

45

2,330

Eugene Totals

Roseburg District
BLM Controlled

0

372

775

1,637

47

2,831

BLM Land, No
Control

15

12

109

191

45

372

15

384

884

1,828

92

3,203

Roseburg Totals

Coos Bay District
BLM Controlled

0

227

408

1,257

3

1,895

BLM Land, No
Control

17

27

59

109

162

374

Coos Bay Totals

17

254

467

1,366

165

2,269

Medford District
BLM Controlled

0

390

1,091

3,128

102

4,711

BLM Land, No
Control

32

36

72

106

443

689

32

426

1,163

3,234

545

5,400

Medford Totals

Klamath Falls Resource Area (Lakeview District)
BLM Controlled

2

87

133

143

0

365

BLM Land, No
Control

3

8

150

1

188

350

KFalls RA Totals

5

95

283

144

188

715

Totals (All)

118

1,553

5,417

8,468

1,261

16,817
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Table 139.

Road standards by BLM district within the planning area

Land Control
Category

Width of Roads (miles)
Double-Lane

Multiple-Lane

Single-Lane

Unknown

Road Totals

Salem District
BLM Controlled

23

0

2,407

97

2,527

BLM Land, No
Control

16

0

136

221

373

0

2,543

318

2,900

Salem Totals

39

Eugene District
BLM Controlled

18

0

1,945

82

2,045

BLM Land, No
Control

21

0

214

50

285

39

0

2,159

132

2,330

Eugene Totals

Roseburg District
BLM Controlled

31

0

2,746

54

2,831

BLM Land, No
Control

20

1

300

51

372

1

3,046

105

3,203

Roseburg Totals

51

Coos Bay District
BLM Controlled

60

0

1,792

43

1,895

BLM Land, No
Control

5

17

182

170

374

17

1,974

213

2,269

Coos Bay Totals

65

Medford District
BLM Controlled

25

0

4,557

129

4,711

BLM Land, No
Control

47

2

192

448

689

72

2

4,749

577

5,400

Medford Totals

Klamath Falls Resource Area (Lakeview District)
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BLM Controlled

8

0

312

45

365

BLM Land, No
Control

2

0

26

322

350

KFalls RA Totals

10

0

338

367

715

Total (All)

276

20

14,809

1,712

16,817
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Table 140.

Road surface type by BLM district
Surface Type of Roads (miles)

Land Control
Category

Aggregate

BLM Controlled

2,145

Natural or
Unknown

Road Totals

139

243

2,527

134

25

214

373

2,279

164

457

2,900

1,494

224

327

2,045

174

25

86

285

249

413

2,330

Bituminous
Salem District

BLM Land, No
Control
Salem Totals

Eugene District
BLM Controlled
BLM Land, No
Control
Eugene Totals

1,668

Roseburg District
BLM Controlled
BLM Land, No
Control
Roseburg Totals

2,057

176

598

2,831

183

8

181

372

184

779

3,203

2,240

Coos Bay District
BLM Controlled
BLM Land, No
Control
Coos Bay Totals

1,139

414

342

1,895

111

10

253

374

424

595

2,269

1,250

Medford District
BLM Controlled
BLM Land, No
Control
Medford Totals

3,005

300

1,406

4,711

97

39

553

689

3,102

339

1,959

5,400

Klamath Falls Resource Area (Lakeview District)
BLM Controlled

150

34

181

365

BLM Land, No
Control

13

3

334

350

KFalls RA Totals

163

37

515

715

Totals (All)

10,702

1,397

4,718

16,817
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Energy and Minerals
Key Points
• Most of the lands within the planning area are open to the exploration and development energy and mineral.
• The coal-bearing sandstones and siltstones of the Coos Bay Basin contain methane gas at a rate that compares very
favorably to existing natural gas from coal operations elsewhere in the United States and Canada.
• Coastal and ridge line areas within the planning unit are rated as having outstanding potential for wind-driven
power generation.
• Approximately 3 to 5% of all mineral materials that are produced in Oregon come from public lands. Within the
planning area, there are about 250 sites that each produce between 1,000 and 25,000 tons per year.

Physiographic and Geologic Terrains
The planning area is divided into several physiographic provinces (the Coast Range,
the Willamette Valley, the Western Cascades, the Eastern Cascades, and Klamath). The
unique geologic origin and morphology of each province controls their potential for
mineral occurrence.
The heavily vegetated, elongated Coast Range province consists of a long, narrow
belt of moderately high mountains and coastal headlands that extend southward from
the Columbia River to the Middle Fork of the Coquille River and westward from the
continental shelf inland to the western edge of the Willamette Valley. The area of the
Coast Range province is approximately 200 miles long by 30 to 60 miles wide. The
shoreline depositional basins of this province (including the southwest coastal coal beds)
hold the potential for the accumulation of natural gas.
The Willamette Valley province extends southward for 130 miles from the Columbia
River to Cottage Grove and comprises a 30 to 40 mile wide low land catch basin
between the Coast Range and the Western Cascade. The valley dips gently from about
400 feet in elevation at its southern end to near sea level at Portland. The material
deposited by ﬂoods consists mainly of gravels to ﬁne sediments and is separated at
intervals by low hills.
The planning area contains lands that have a moderate to high potential for both
hydrothermal metallic deposits and geothermal energy.
The Coast Mountains and the Willamette Valley terminate to the south against the
12,000 square miles of the Klamath. It is a province of deep, narrow valleys and
peaks, bounded to the west by a narrow coastal plain with steep headlands and the
Cascades Mountains to the east. Intrusions within the Klamath Mountains have created
a high potential for the accumulation of hydrothermal metallic deposits and secondary
enrichment zones.
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The Basin and Range is a province of narrow, north and south trending fault-block
mountains and alternating broad basins bordering the Cascade Mountains to the west
and the High Lava Plains of central Oregon to the north. The Basin and Range may have
some potential for natural gas while its volcanic past has created a high potential for
geothermal resources.

Regulation and Availability of Mineral and
Energy Resources
In Oregon, the BLM administers the mineral estate on nearly 40 million acres of BLM,
U.S. Forest Service, and other federal and Indian lands. Approximately 2,557,700 acres
are within the planning unit. An additional 68,600 acres of federal subsurface mineral
estate exists beneath private surface. Known and inferred information indicates that about
half of this area has a low potential for mineralization of interest with 40% at a moderate
potential and 5% with a higher likelihood. Aside from the restrictions that are imposed by
law, regulation, or executive/secretarial order, over 90% of the BLM-administered public
lands, including O&C lands, are currently available for mineral and energy exploration
and development (subject to the tenets of the individual resource management plans of
the districts).
Mineral and energy resources on federal lands are managed under the authorities enacted
by Congress in the following laws:
•

Mining Law of 1872 (e.g., metallic and gem stones)

•

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (e.g., energy and industrial chemicals)

•

Mineral Materials Sales Act of 1947 (e.g., common variety construction
materials)

•

Mining and Materials policy Act of 1970

•

Federal land Policy and Management Act of 1976

•

National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980

The cornerstone of BLM minerals management policy is the understanding that public
lands will remain open for exploration and development, unless it is clearly in the
national interest to withdraw them in whole or in part from mineral entry. Furthermore,
the BLM encourages environmentally sound practices for mineral exploration and
development on the open public lands by individuals and industry in a manner that
satisﬁes both National and local needs.
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Known and Inferred Mineral Occurrence
Potential
Summarized below is the approximate aerial extent of the BLM-administered mineral
estate, current acreage open or closed to mineral entry, and the likely potential for
the occurrence of economic mineralization (consistent with the existing resource
management plans) for each district within the planning area.

Salem District
Table 141.

Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Salem District

Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

398,100

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

27,800

Locatable

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

5,900

Nondiscretionary

Closed

16,200

Discretionary

Open

49,200

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

326,800

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

321,900

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

18,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

58,200

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

5,900

Nondiscretionary

Closed

220,400

Discretionary

Open

49,200

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

122,600

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

387,600

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

5,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

1,000

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal,
chemical minerals)

Leasable
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Remarks

Closed

5,900

Nondiscretionary

Open

49,200

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

122,000

Additional restrictions

Open

221,000

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

389,100

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

219,500

Mineral occurrence potential

High

25,400

Mineral occurrence potential
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Provinces and mineral potentials within the Salem District:
•

•

•

Geologic terrains (west to east):
–

Coast Range

–

Willamette Valley

–

Cascade Mountains

Minerals:
–

ferruginous bauxite throughout Willamette Valley

–

porphyritic copper and gold in headwater area of Santiam River

–

good potential for lode metallics near St. Helens

–

scattered low to moderate potential for beach placers

Mineral materials:
Aggregate and basalt rock abundant throughout district

•

•

Energy:
–

high potential for gas near Mist with moderate potential throughout
Coast Range and Willamette Valley

–

scattered low grade coal deposits east of Salem and Newport

Known production:
–

natural gas (Mist ﬁeld)

–

coal (Columbia Co.)

–

clays (Portland area)

Eugene District
Table 142.

Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Eugene District

Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

318,000

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

1,300

Locatable

Remarks

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

400

Nondiscretionary

Closed

15,300

Discretionary

Open

290,600

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

10,000

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

299,900

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

13,500

Mineral occurrence potential

High

2,900

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

100

Nondiscretionary

Closed

9,100

Discretionary

Open

200

Standard restrictions/stipulations
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Category

Acres

Remarks

Open

307,000

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

300,100

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

12,500

Mineral occurrence potential

High

3,800

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal, chemical
minerals)

Leasable
Closed

100,000

Nondiscretionary

Open

--

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

138,000

Additional restrictions

Open

177,000

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

99,000

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

316,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

--

Mineral occurrence potential

Provinces and mineral potentials within the Salem District:
•

•

•

•

Geologic terrains (west to east):
–

Coast Range

–

Willamette Valley

–

Cascade Mountains

Minerals:
–

gold placers in the headwaters of the McKenzie and Middle Fork of
the Willamette Rivers, and the Dorena Lake area

–

metallic placer potential around Eugene

Mineral materials:
–

aggregate and basalt rock abundant throughout district

–

clays at Hobart Butte

Energy:
speculative to moderate potential for gas in the Willamette Valley
and coastal areas
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Roseburg District
Table 143.

Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Roseburg District

Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

425,600

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

1,700

Locatable

Remarks

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

300

Nondiscretionary

Closed

4,800

Discretionary

Open

366,200

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

20,800

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

307,600

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

88,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

24,400

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

30

Nondiscretionary

Closed

8,400

Discretionary

Open

381,700

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

29,200

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

--

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

418,700

Mineral occurrence potential

High

1,900

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal, chemical
minerals)

Leasable
Closed

30

Nondiscretionary

Open

356,300

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

53,300

Additional restrictions

Open

9,700

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

420,600

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

78,100

Mineral occurrence potential

High

155,800

Mineral occurrence potential

Provinces and mineral potentials within the Roseburg District:
•

•

Geologic terrains:
–

Coast Range

–

Klamath

Minerals:
–

nickel laterites east of Riddle; mercury in the headwaters of the
Calapeoya and North Umpqua

–

disseminated copper and gold throughout the pre-late Jurassic rocks
along the Umpqua River and its tributaries

–

placer metallics east of Drain and Sutherline
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•

Mineral materials:
aggregate and basalt rock abundant throughout district

•

Energy:
scatter low grade coal deposits near Glide, Melrose, and Carson Valley

•

Known production:
nickel (Riddle)

Coos Bay District
Table 144.

Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Coos Bay District

Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

329,600

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

12,200

Locatable

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

1,000

Nondiscretionary

Closed

11,500

Discretionary

Open

99,500

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

217,600

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

-

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

-

Mineral occurrence potential

High

-

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

600

Nondiscretionary

Closed

14,700

Discretionary

Open

84,600

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

229,700

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

303,900

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

4,600

Mineral occurrence potential

High

900

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal, chemical
minerals)

Leasable
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Remarks

Closed

1,600

Nondiscretionary

Open

101,400

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

56,300

Additional restrictions

Open

170,300

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

Mineral occurrence potential

High

Mineral occurrence potential
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Provinces and mineral potentials within the Coos Bay District:
•

•

•

Geologic terrains:
–

Coast Range

–

Klamath

Minerals:
–

gold, platinum, and chromite in coastal black beach sands

–

disseminated lode and placer copper, chromite, and gold with scattered
nickel laterite deposits throughout prelate Jurassic rocks along the
Rogue River, its tributaries, and in the Kalmiopsis Wilderness

–

silica beach sands at the mouth of the Umpqua River

Mineral materials:
aggregate and basalt rock abundant throughout district

•

Energy:
moderate to high potential for coal in early Tertiary basins
surrounding Coos Bay with associated coal bed methane

•

Known production:
–

subbituminous coal (Coos Co.)

–

silica sands

Medford District
Table 145.

Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Medford District

Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

866,300

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

4,700

Locatable

Remarks

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

16,800

Nondiscretionary

Closed

20,800

Discretionary

Open

536,500

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

293,400

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

473,100

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

388,700

Mineral occurrence potential

High

10,100

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

--

Nondiscretionary

Closed

--

Discretionary

Open

864,800

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

--

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

--

Mineral occurrence potential
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Category

Acres

Remarks

Moderate

864,800

Mineral occurrence potential

High

--

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal, chemical
minerals)

Leasable
Closed

22,000

Nondiscretionary

Open

232,500

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

539,700

Additional restrictions

Open

73,300

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

789,500

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

202,700

Mineral occurrence potential

High

52,600

Mineral occurrence potential

Provinces and mineral potentials within the Medford District:
•

•

Geologic terrains:
–

Klamath

–

Cascade Mountains

Minerals:
disseminated lode and placer copper, chromite, and gold with
scattered nickel laterite deposits throughout prelate Jurassic rocks
throughout the area of the middle Rogue River and tributaries with
major mining regions and pocket deposits along contacts of ﬁne
grained slate, argillite and carbonaceous rock

•

Mineral materials:
aggregate and basalt rock abundant throughout district

•

Energy:
scattered low grade coal deposits near Medford and Ashland

•
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Known production:
–

gold and precious metals (along Galice, Josephine, Sucker, Althouse
Creeks and the Illinois River)

–

talc

–

subbituminous coal (Jackson Co.)
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Klamath Falls Resource Area (Lakeview District)
Table 146. Known and inferred mineral occurrence potential for the Klamath Falls
Resource Area of the Lakeview District
Category

Acres

Federal Surface and
Mineral Estate

212,000

Federal Minerals and
Private Surface

21,000

Locatable

Remarks

(e.g., metallics and gemstones)

Closed

4,700

Nondiscretionary

Closed

700

Discretionary

Open

191,600

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

37,900

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

99,000

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

128,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

900

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., sand, gravel, stone, clays, pumice)

Salable
Closed

300

Nondiscretionary

Closed

14,500

Discretionary

Open

--

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

222,500

Additional restrictions

Unknown or Low

--

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

200,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

1,300

Mineral occurrence potential
(e.g., oil, gas, geothermal, coal, chemical
minerals)

Leasable
Closed

300

Nondiscretionary

Open

--

Standard restrictions/stipulations

Open

197,600

Additional restrictions

Open

40,800

No surface occupancy

Unknown or Low

--

Mineral occurrence potential

Moderate

200,000

Mineral occurrence potential

High

1,500

Mineral occurrence potential

Provinces and mineral potentials within the Klamath Falls Resource Area of the
Lakeview District:
•

•

Geologic terrains:
–

Cascade Mountains

–

western Basin and Range

Minerals:
diatomite along Sprague River
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•

Mineral materials:
aggregate, basalt rock, and pumice are abundant throughout district

•

•

Energy:
–

moderately favorable potential for geothermal from Klamath Falls
and southward

–

speculative gas

Known production:
diatomite

Energy Resources
Currently, exploration or development of inground energy resources within the planning
area are focused on the hydrocarbon potential (i.e., coal and natural gas) that are
generally associated with Cenozoic marine sediments. Small quantities of low-grade
coal have been mined in both the Salem and Coos Bay districts. There is a potential for
occurrence elsewhere in the Coast Range and Willamette Valley provinces. The potential
for renewable wind energy has yet to be tapped but is generally rated at good to better
over most of the planning area.

Natural Gas
Conventional natural gas has been produced since the 1970s near the community
of Mist in west-central Columbia County. The Mist Gas Field produced over
65 billion cubic feet of gas since its discovery in 1979 with a value of about
$125 million. Modern seismic technology is being used to guide the discovery
of new pools at the ﬁeld. The Mist Gas Field now includes two commercial
underground natural gas storage projects. The potential existence of gas deposits
in many coastal and Coast Range areas of western Oregon resulted in the leasing
of nearly 6 million acres from federal, state, and local agencies and the permitting
of over 500 wells in the 1980s.
In western Oregon, there are up to 100,000 prospective onshore acres for natural
gas production. These are enhanced by excellent year-round access via logging
and ﬁre control roads and the availability of already constructed timber recovery
staging areas for drilling sites. Currently, there are no conventional that are
producing gas wells on federal leases.
To date, the state of Oregon’s Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
has created only one gas ﬁeld designation for the area encompassing the Mist
Gas Field. Another gas ﬁeld designation, however, is expected soon for the Coos
Basin. The designation is required to accomplish state requirements for well
spacing designations, mineral rights, and the control of drainage. It also increases
interest and competition among development companies.
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In the state of Oregon, nonfederal leasing and applications for permits to drill
for production are currently focused in the Mist Gas Field, which has 16 current
production wells and eight applications recently submitted for production permits
(Houston, 2007), and focused in the Coos Basin (115,000 acres leased for three
single-pad multiwell production systems).

Coal Bed Methane
Coal bed methane was recently proved up along the southwest coast with
the strong likelihood of commercial development in the Coos Bay District.
Foreseeable development of coal bed methane plays could potentially result in
an additional 25,000 acres of BLM-managed lease offerings. To develop this
resource, the industry estimates a near-term build-out of between 300 and 719
wells (Halferty 2007) with approximately 37 wells and 77 wells on BLM lands.
The coal-bearing sandstones and siltstones of the Coos Bay Basin are estimated
to form a section approximately 6,600 feet thick with multiple seams containing
approximately 780 billion cubic feet of methane gas (approximately 10 billion
cubic feet per section) with a producible rate that compares favorably to existing
natural gas from coal operations elsewhere in the United States and Canada.
A commercial drilling program is underway near the Coos County natural gas
line and within a few miles of unleased federal coal. The Coos Bay District
is beginning an environmental assessment process to develop special lease
stipulations for about 10,000 acres that appear to be of interest to industry for
coal bed natural gas. The environmental assessment should be completed in time
to allow leasing to begin in September 2007.

Geothermal
Oregon has the distinction of being a state where geothermal resources are
available in many areas. These resources are suitable for many different types of
uses including the current dominant production for direct heat applications.
Although Oregon does not generate commercial electricity from geothermal
energy, the potential is there. A U.S. Interior Department report identiﬁes seven
sites as among the 35 highest potential geothermal regions in the country. These
sites include the Newberry Crater (near Bend), a location of past geothermal
exploration, and the Klamath Falls, Lakeview, Crump Lake, Summer Lake,
Malheur River, and Vale areas of southern and eastern Oregon.

Wind
Nationally, about 20% of installed wind energy capacity is on federal lands.
Coastal areas and ridge lines within the planning unit are rated as having a good
to excellent potential for wind-driven power generation—the better portion of the
7,991 megawatts for all of Oregon. Oregon currently has some 435 megawatts
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of installed wind power generating capacity with another 140 megawatts
proposed (American Wind Energy Association 2007). Notable areas with a
good to excellent potential include the Columbia River corridor and the Oregon
coast. The Columbia River corridor is generally an area of high wind resource;
however, the complex terrain causes considerable local variability. The annual
average wind resource at exposed areas ranges from Class 3 to Class 6. Spring
and summer are the seasons of maximum wind power, except for the extreme
west where the maximum resource is in winter. The power potential of western
Oregon is classiﬁed at 4. Winter is the season of maximum power potential at
sites well exposed to the prevailing south and southeasterly winds. During the
summer, wind power is high along the central and southern Oregon coast at
sites well-exposed to northerly winds and is associated with the strong surface
pressure gradients created by the cold water and relatively warm interior (Wind
Energy Resource Atlas of the United States 2007).

Energy Transmission
The proposed 1 billion cubic feet per day 223-mile Paciﬁc Connector Gas Pipeline
(Paciﬁc Connector) is being jointly developed by Williams’ Northwest Pipeline
(Williams’ Northwest), Paciﬁc Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), and Fort
Chicago Energy Partners L.P. (Fort Chicago). It will join the proposed Jordan Cove
liqueﬁed natural gas terminal being developed by Fort Chicago near Coos Bay,
Oregon, to the Williams’ Northwest pipeline system near Myrtle Creek, Oregon,
and then to Paciﬁc Gas and Electric Company’s backbone gas transmission system
near Malin, Oregon. About 56 miles of the proposed route cross federal land that
is managed by the BLM and the Forest Service, and will require a federal right-of
way. Environmental reviews and public participation are underway as part of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission preﬁling process.

National Energy Policy
Within the planning area, implementation of the National Energy Policy is a priority for
modernizing the energy infrastructure, increasing supplies of renewable and nonrenewable
energy, and accelerating conservation, protection, and improvement of the environment.
Oregon’s contribution to this effort is focused on:
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•

Acting in a timely manner to requests for right-of-ways and easements for energy
exploration and development (e.g., geophysical surveys and infrastructure to
develop and transport renewable and nonrenewable energy, and emphasizing
parallel use of existing right-of-ways wherever possible).

•

Being receptive to alternative energy proposals and the completion of an
environmental impact statement relating to the authorization of wind energy
projects (Nevada, Idaho, Oregon, Arizona, and Utah are principal areas identiﬁed
for development).
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•

Being prepared for increased interest in oil and gas drilling in the southwest Oregon
coastal area based on promising exploration taking place on private lands.

•

Emphasizing adjudication of lands nominated for oil, gas, and geothermal
leasing; timely processing of drilling permits; development of wind and
geothermal resources; hydropower relicensing; monitoring to ensure
environmentally sound practices; and integrating study ﬁndings of the Energy
Policy Act into BLM land use plans.

•

Facilitating National Energy Policy goals for modernizing energy infrastructure,
increasing energy supplies, and accelerating the protection and improvement of
the environment.

•

Providing opportunities for environmentally sound commercial development.

•

Supporting land use plan decisions for renewable and nonrenewable energy
exploration, development, and transportation of energy sources.

•

Reducing impediments that are limiting access across public lands.

•

Issuing right-of-way authorizations for necessary infrastructure to develop and
transport renewable and nonrenewable energy (e.g., oil or gas from producing
areas or electricity generated from a variety of sources, such as hydropower, coal
or gas-ﬁred generators, and geothermal).

Summary of Mineral Occurrence Potential
Salable Mineral Materials
Within the planning area, the functions of the BLM’s principle mineral material
program (common sand, gravel, rock, volcanic cinders, and clay) are related
to designation of sites (community pits and common use areas), disposals
(issuing sale contract and free use permits), and compliance inspections. Mineral
materials are the most commonly mined commodities in Oregon. See Figure 140
(Active mineral materials cases on BLM-administered lands by township).
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Figure 140. Active mineral materials cases on BLM-administered lands by township

Although production from BLM pits has declined since the 1980s due to the
decrease in logging road construction, approximately 3 to 5% of all mineral
materials produced in Oregon come from public lands, including from some
250 sites within the planning area that can yield between 1,000 and 25,000 tons
per year. This trend is expected to continue with an average annual growth rate
of approximately 1% requiring signiﬁcant quantities of crushed stone, sand, and
gravel to come from resources yet to be delineated. Despite its low unit value,
the aggregate and crushed stone industry is a major contributor to the regional
economics (U.S. Geological Survey 2007).
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Currently, activity is limited primarily to small sales and the use of larger
volumes by other federal, state, and local agencies. In many portions of
the planning area, rock sources are becoming scarce or are encumbered by
restrictions, which limit the availability of rip-rap, large bounders and surfacing
material required for restoration projects or timber harvesting activities. In the
rapidly developing urban areas, expensive materials are being purchased from
private sources and transported to BLM projects, at times passing potential BLMadministered sources.

Locatable Minerals
Locatable minerals include metallic minerals (i.e., gold, silver, lead, and zinc)
and some nonmetallic minerals (e.g., ﬂuorspar,
Mining district
asbestos, mica, gemstones, and uncommon varieties of
A mining district is a section
of country that is usually
sand, gravel, and stone). Large areas of southwestern
designated by name and
Oregon are within mining districts. Most claim sites
described or understood as
being conﬁned within certain
within the planning area are situated in the Klamath
natural boundaries in which gold,
silver, or other minerals may be
Mountains and the Western Cascades.
found in paying quantities.

All BLM districts within the planning area carryout
actions that are related to the administration of some 2,5000 claims
cllaims
i off active
ti
record. See Figure 141 (Active mining claim cases on BLM-administered lands
by township) for the spatial distribution of claim sites to the nearest township.
Related actions include:
•

the processing of mining notices and plans of operations,

•

the inspection of mining claims and mill sites for surface management
compliance,

•

the determination of mining claim validity,

•

the processing of patents that are not otherwise precluded by
moratorium, and

•

the mitigation of trespass and unauthorized occupancy cases.
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Figure 141. Active mining claim cases on BLM-administered lands by township

Sporadic small-scale placer gold mining is the main type of locatable production
occurring on BLM lands within the planning area, particularly in the southern
districts. The number of active mining claims in western Oregon has generally
declined due to changes in federal regulations that have resulted in increased fees
for recording claims and maintenance.
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Summary of Potential
Currently, none of the types of mineral entry (i.e., locatable, salable, or leasable)
contribute signiﬁcantly to the economic base of the communities within the planning
area.
For western Oregon, the mineral occurrence potential can generally be described as
follows:
•

Natural gas. Submarginal to moderately favorable for natural gas from Coos
County northward to the Columbia River with areas of high potential surrounding
Coos Bay and in the vicinity of Mist in Columbia County. Conventional oil and
gas potential exist as identiﬁed speculative petroleum systems (Ryu et al. 1990).
Part of a structural sedimentary basin system that extends on and offshore from
the Klamath Terrains boundary (Middle Fork of the Coquille River) north to the
Columbia River (extending into Washington) and from the continental shelf east
to the Willamette Valley.

•

Coal bed natural gas (methane). Focused mainly on the Coaledo Formations
of the onshore portion of the Coos Basin (an area of approximately 250 square
mile located on the western edge of the Coos Bay District). Federally managed
mineral rights are approximately 12.3% of the basin while the BLM-administered
mineral right is approximately 7.6%.

•

Coal. Highly favorable in the Coos Bay Field and Eden Ridge Field in southern
Coos County, although of generally poor quality with interstratiﬁed carbonaceous
shale.

•

Locatable metallic deposits. Moderate to highly favorable throughout
southwestern Oregon and in the vicinity of St. Helens in Columbia County.
Reported production of gold and nickel in Douglas and Josephine counties.

•

Saleable. Moderate to high potential across the planning area.

See Table 147 (Summary of the mineral occurrence potential within the planning area by
resource type).
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Table 147.

Summary of the mineral occurrence potential within the planning area by resource type

Resource Type

Unknown or Low
Potentiala

Moderate
Potentialb

High
Potentialc

Locatable (acres)

1,180,000

636,000

Salable (acres)

1,534,000

1,000,000

9,000

Leasable (acres)

2,016,000

1,265,000

235,000

20% is Class 1 and 2

75% is Class 4

5% is Class 5 and 6

Windd (% of planning area)

97,000

Note: All values rounded to the nearest 1,000.
a

Unknown or low potential: References and district documents indicate geologic formations and processes are not favorable for the
accumulation of mineral resources or there is insufﬁcient information to make a determination of the mineral potential.

b

Medium potential: References and district documents indicate geological formation and processes are favorable for the accumulation of
mineral resources. For example, there may be additional mineral resources in old mines, or prospects or new resources in areas with a high
lever of mining notice ﬁling.

c

High potential: References and district documents indicate geological formation and processes are favorable for the accumulation of mineral
resources. These are areas of known active mines or active exploration and development activities, which indicate a high potential for the
accumulation of mineral resources.

d

Wind class: According to the Wind Energy Resource Atlas of the United States, wind classes are as follows: Class 1 (< 200 W/m2), Class 2
(200 to 300 W/m2), Class 3 (300 to 400 W/m2), Class 4 (400 to 500 W/m2), Class 5 (500 to 600 W/m2), and Class 6 (600 to 800 W/m2).

Restrictions that could affect the exploration and development of energy and mineral
resources can be divided into ﬁve categories:
•

nondiscretionary closures

•

discretionary closures

•

no surface occupancy stipulations

•

standard stipulations

•

additional restrictions

See Table 148 (Acres of the restrictions that could affect the exploration and development
of energy and mineral resources) for the acres of the existing restrictions.
Table 148. Acres of the restrictions that could affect the exploration and development of energy
and mineral resources
Restrictions
Nondiscretionary closures

Unknown or Low
Potential

Moderate
Potential

High
Potential

389,000

128,000

59,000

Discretionary closures

25,000

8,000

1,000

No surface occupancy
stipulations

56,000

121,000

0

Standard stipulations

2,618,000

2,251,000

275,000

Additional restrictions

354,000

286,000

5,000

Note: The sum of acres for each resource type (locatable, saleable, and leasable), which include overlap, are rounded to nearest 1,000.
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